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1 Context 

1.1 Background 
Nagra (the National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste) is mandated to ensure 
the safe long-term disposal of radioactive waste generated in Switzerland by nuclear power 
plants and by medicine, industry and research, in deep geological repositories. 

The significant timescales involved in the decay to safe levels of radionuclides incorporated in 
radioactive wastes means that geological disposal facilities containing low- and intermediate-
level wastes must continue to function effectively for up to 100,000 years. For high-level wastes 
and spent nuclear fuel, repositories must remain functional for up to 1 million years. It is 
therefore essential to consider long-term climate evolution in post-closure performance 
assessments in order to evaluate a geological disposal system’s response to, and robustness 
against, a variety of potential environmental changes. 

One such environmental change which is crucial to consider is erosion. For Alpine 
environments, key processes of interest include river incision and glacial erosion. In particular, 
the process of overdeepening has been identified as a process that could result in the integrity of 
a repository being compromised under possible future glaciations. The variation in depth of the 
Opalinus clay host rock at the three sites currently under investigation for a repository for high 
level waste means that it is critically important to assess the likely magnitude of future erosion 
at these sites, to help to characterize the minimum depth at which a repository for radioactive 
waste should be placed. 

For processes occurring on such long timescales, past observed changes provide a crucial test of 
our understanding of the underlying processes, and provide examples of the system operating 
under extreme conditions. In particular, past glacial-interglacial cycles have caused erosional 
processes at the sites of interest, and these can provide a key to possible future changes. In this 
context, Nagra has identified four key questions related to long-term climate change:  

(Q1) When will the next glaciation occur? 

(Q2) Which glaciations in the past were important for the formation of overdeepened valleys 
and which climates led to these glaciations? 

(Q3) When do we expect the next glaciation with similar conditions to those in (Q2) to occur? 

(Q4) Which climates are possible in the future and how do periglacial, non-glacial and 
interglacial climates affect the repositories (geosphere and biosphere)? 

This literature review, whose aims and scope is outlined below, will provide a contribution 
towards addressing some aspects of these questions, in particular (Q1) and (Q4).  
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1.2 Aims and scope of the literature review 
This literature review summarises key previous numerical modelling studies that address the 
long-term evolution of past and future climate change. 

Section 2 provides an introduction to the modelling of long-term (~ 1 million year) climate 
change. This includes: a discussion of the principal forcings of long-term climate change, 
primarily atmospheric carbon dioxide and changes in insolation resulting from astronomical 
variations (Section 2.1); the climate feedbacks (both physical and biogeochemical) which 
mediate these forcings (Section 2.2); and an overview of the various modelling tools that are 
used to simulate long-term climate change, including General Circulations Models (GCMs), 
Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs), and conceptual models 
(Section 2.3). 

Sections 3 and 4 summarise existing numerical model simulations of long-term past and future 
climate change respectively. Accompanying these is a spreadsheet giving details of the 
simulations, including model complexity, resolution, and boundary conditions.  

Section 3 summarises ‘snapshot’ simulations of specific past time periods, usually carried out 
with full complexity models (Section 3.1), and transient simulations covering tens of thousands 
of years (Section 3.2, 3.3) to millions of years (Section 3.4), usually carried out with lower-
complexity models. Many of the snapshot simulations have been carried out in the context of 
the Palaeoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP), and will thus concentrate on the 
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), mid-Holocene (MH), and last interglacial (LIG). Focus will be 
on the LGM simulations as these are most relevant to Nagra in this context. Transient 
simulations are often focused on the last glacial-interglacial cycle, but simple conceptual models 
have been run over the entire 2 million year window. A particular focus will be on assessing the 
simulations in terms of any evaluation to proxy data that was carried out in the studies.  

Section 4 addresses future climate simulations. A synthesis of the key forcings of future climate 
change is given (Section 4.1), and then a brief summary of IPCC-timescale simulations (next 
few hundred years, Section 4.2). This is followed by a discussion of future simulations on 
longer timescales; up to 50 kyr (Section 4.3), 100 kyr (Section 4.4), and 1 Myr (Section 4.5). 
The majority of studies in this context have focused on the question of the next glacial 
inception, and have been carried out with reduced-complexity models. Only a handful of studies 
(e.g. in the context of the BIOCLIM project) have carried out snapshot future simulations with 
full complexity models. 

The studies in Sections 3 and 4 are critically assessed and intercompared in Section 5. In 
particular, there is a focus on the European region. Given the concept that "the past is the key to 
the future", this summary provides contextual information towards Nagra’s question (Q4). In 
addition, a focus on the range and relative likelihood of predictions for the timing of the next 
glacial inception directly addresses question (Q1).  
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2 Introduction to modelling long-term climate change 
 
This section provides an overview of the forcings that drive long-term climate change 
(Section 2.1), the mechanisms and feedbacks by which the Earth system responds to these 
forcings (Section 2.2), and a summary of the numerical modelling tools that are used to 
understand and simulate long-term climate change (Section 2.3). 

2.1 Forcings of long-term climate change 
On timescales of up to 1 million years, the primary external forcing of the Earth system is 
variation in incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere. This variation results from 
changes in the Earth’s astronomical parameters, which determine the seasonal and latitudinal 
distribution of incoming radiation. The key astronomical parameters are eccentricity (the extent 
to which the orbit of the Earth around the sun is elliptical), obliquity (the angle of the axis of 
rotation relative to the plane of the orbit of the Earth around the sun), and the precession (the 
timing of aphelion or perihelion relative to the vernal equinox). Due primarily to the 
gravitational effects of other bodies in the solar system, these three astronomical parameters 
vary on timescales of ~ 400 kyr and ~ 100 kyr (eccentricity), ~ 40 kyr (obliquity), and ~ 20 kyr 
(precession). Precession and obliquity modify the latitudinal and seasonal distribution of 
incoming radiation but do not affect the total global annual mean insolation. Eccentricity affects 
both the distribution of radiation and the total amount of radiation (albeit to a small degree), and 
also modulates the precession parameter. 

Other external forcings include palaeogeographical (topography and bathymetry due to plate 
tectonics) and solar luminosity changes, but these act on much longer timescales than 1 million 
years and as such can be neglected (unless the period considered includes a significant change 
in ocean gateways, such as the closure of the Panama Seaway). In addition, the 11-year sunspot 
cycle, and longer timescale luminosity changes, such as those associated with the Maunder 
Minimum, can also be neglected as they occur on timescales shorter than those of relevance 
here. A similar comment applies to volcanic forcing, although the possibility of a supervolcano 
occurring over the timescale of interest is non-zero. 

As a direct result of the astronomical forcing, Earth’s climate has swung from glacial to 
interglacial state over at least the last 1 million years, despite the changes providing only a 
relatively weak forcing. The reason for the large response is due to positive feedbacks in the 
Earth system which amplify the forcing. The primary feedback is associated with the carbon 
cycle. Ice core records indicate that glacial periods are associated with relatively low 
atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). However, the 
mechanism by which CO2 changes through glacial-interglacial cycles is currently uncertain. 
Likely contributing effects are physical processes such as temperature dependence of the 
solubility of CO2 in the ocean, ocean circulation affecting the lifetime of CO2 in the ocean, and 
biogeochemical processes associated with the biological pump, such as iron fertilisation in the 
Southern Ocean increasing during glacial episodes (See IPCC AR5, Chapter 6, Figure 6.5). 
Feedbacks associated with the carbon cycle are so poorly understood that it is common practice 
to consider CO2 changes in the past as a forcing on the climate system, rather than a feedback, 
and to impose CO2 concentrations in long-term palaeoclimate simulations. Furthermore, 
anthropogenic emissions of CO2 provide a genuine external climate forcing. Therefore, for the 
remainder of this report, we will consider CO2 as a forcing on the climate system. 
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2.2 Climate feedbacks  
There are multiple feedbacks, both positive and negative, that mediate the climate system 
response to the orbital and CO2 forcings. 

As stated previously, over the last million years the Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets 
(and the smaller Alpine, Himalayan and Patagonian glaciers) have fluctuated in synchrony with 
CO2, and paced by astronomical forcings. The orbital pacing of ice sheets is still not well 
understood, but the essence of Milankovic theory is thought to be broadly correct. That is, that 
the insolation in Northern Hemisphere summer is critical for determining the state of the Earth 
system, as this governs the likelihood of snow surviving summer ablation in regions where there 
is sufficient continental area to build up a large ice sheet. Thus, periods of low summer 
insolation in the Northern Hemisphere are generally associated with increasing ice volume. 
However, the system is highly non-linear and state dependent; for example, the Last Glacial 
Maximum, one of the periods of greatest ice volume in the last 2 million years, has similar 
astronomical forcing to the present day. These ice sheets play an important role in the 
atmosphere and ocean systems. They affect the radiation balance due to their high albedo 
(relative to vegetation or bare soil), affect atmospheric circulation directly through generation of 
Rossby waves and due to their effect on temperature, affect precipitation due to their orography, 
and can also affect ocean properties and circulation through interaction with the atmosphere and 
through the input of fresh melt-water.  

Ocean circulation changes also play a role in the Earth system and their effect is important both 
for regional- and millennial-scale variability. Of particular importance are millennial-scale 
variations in temperature, which are recorded in ice and sediment cores, in particular in the 
North Atlantic during the last glacial-interglacial cycle. Antarctic and Greenland ice cores show 
a ‘bipolar seesaw’, whereby one pole warms as the other cools or remains at a steady 
temperature, before the pattern reverses (e.g. Broecker 1998; Stenni et al. 2010). The 
mechanisms behind these events are not fully understood and not captured by all model 
simulations (e.g. Smith and Gregory 2012). However, they are likely linked to changes in ocean 
circulation and the strength of overturning in the North Atlantic (Wolff et al. 2009) associated 
with the inputs of freshwater that accompany the decay of ice sheets.  

Other processes, such as changes in atmospheric dust and vegetation feedbacks, likely played 
some role in shaping the exact nature of the glacial cycles. Dust is known to have varied over 
these timescales (Mahowald et al. 1999; Lambert et al. 2008), and could interact with the 
climate system through affecting the albedo of fresh snow (Warren 1984), absorption and/or 
scattering of radiation in the atmosphere (Tegen 2003), and ocean fertilisation (Jickells et al. 
2005) for example. These processes may be very important, but their effect is much more 
uncertain than the orbital and CO2 changes. 

2.3 Modelling tools for long-term climate change 
Over the last three decades, a wide range of numerical models of the Earth, of varying 
complexities, have been applied to predict and understand climate changes on long timescales. 
The models that have been used form a hierarchy or spectrum of complexity. It is often helpful 
to categorise models as one of four types, although recognising that many models sit at the 
boundaries of the categories. These are Earth system models (ESMs), General Circulation 
Models (GCMs), Earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICs), and conceptual 
models. Here, we describe each of these, and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. 
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2.3.1 Conceptual models 
Conceptual models represent a highly simplified version of the Earth, and usually include very 
few, if any, climatic mechanisms. They are often global in nature, with no latitudinal or zonal 
variations. They typically include a small number of poorly-constrained parameters which 
enable the models to be tuned to observations of some calibration period. Examples include (a) 
Rahmstorf (2007)’s sea level model, in which sea level change is predicted from temperature, 
based on a lagged response, and tuned to observations of the last century; (b) Paillard (1998)’s 
glacial-interglacial cycle model, in which ice volume is predicted from summer insolation at 
65°N, based on a lagged response and asymmetric thresholds, and tuned to observations of the 
last 1 million years; and (c) Lunt et al (2011)’s hyperthermal model in which temperature is 
predicted from insolation, based on a lagged response to a time-varying threshold, and tuned to 
observations from 50 million years ago. The weaknesses of conceptual models are their 
simplicity, tunability, and lack of physical processes. However, they can usually be integrated 
almost immediately, and can provide insights into the properties of the processes responsible for 
climate change. Their simplicity means that their results can be relatively easily understood and 
interpreted. In particular, conceptual models are currently the only tool available to simulate 
climate change on timescales of 1 million years. Paillard’s model of glacial-interglacial cycle, 
with extensions by Archer and Ganopolski (2005) remains the most accurate numerical 
representation of climate on these timescales. Furthermore, Paillard’s work revealed the 
potential role of deep ocean processes for causing the mid-Pleistocene transition from a 40 kyr 
world to a 100 kyr world, and showed that changing thresholds could explain the gradual 
increase in intensity of glacials over the last 5 million years.  

Conceptual models, very similar to those mentioned above, have been used in the context of the 
long-term geological storage of radioactive wastes in the BIOCLIM project (see Section 4.5), 
where they were used to make initial predictions of the state of the Earth system over the next 
200 kyr, including predicting the onset of the next glaciation. 

2.3.2 Earth System Models (ESMs) 
At the opposite end of the spectrum are Earth system models. ESMs have been developed to 
represent the entire Earth system in as much detail as is computationally possible. As well as the 
dynamics and physics of the atmosphere and ocean, they represent the land surface and 
vegetation, ice sheets, marine biogeochemistry, and atmospheric chemistry and composition. 
Typically, they will include a dynamical core in the atmosphere and ocean which solves the 
Navier stokes equations and the appropriate thermodynamics, discretizing the equations on a 
fine spatial grid (currently typically at a resolution of about 0.5°×0.5°), and stepping forward at 
a timestep of typically about 10 minutes. However, many processes occur at a spatial scale 
smaller than this discretization, for example convection, clouds, and turbulence in the 
atmosphere, and eddies in the ocean. These processes are required to be ‘parameterised’, that is 
the consequences of these processes are approximated at the scale of the model. This results in 
tunable parameters in the model which can be constrained by process-based observations to a 
certain extent, but which nevertheless leave many relatively free parameters which allow the 
model to be tuned to global or regional observations, such as of sea surface temperature (SST) 
or top of the atmosphere radiative fluxes. ESMs are extremely complex, often incorporating 
over a million lines of computer code, and are extremely computationally expensive to run. 
Typically, ESMs will run at about 1–10 years per day on the most powerful supercomputers in 
the world. As such, they can only be used to carry out simulations of the order 100–300 years. 
ESMs are routinely used by national climate organisations, such as NCAR in the US 
(https://ncar.ucar.edu/), in the framework of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
(CMIP, https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip/wgcm-cmip6), which coordinates the 
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standard simulations synthesized by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 
They are the most accurate representations of the Earth system currently available, yet different 
models can give quite different predictions under identical forcings. In particular, aspects of the 
system that have to be parameterised, such as clouds, are simulated differently by different 
models, and as such we have relatively low confidence in predictions of these variables. Given 
that many of these variables, including clouds, play an integral role in the energy balance of the 
climate system, other variables, such as temperature, are also relatively uncertain. However, 
where many or all models predict similar outcomes, we can have high confidence in those 
outcomes, and the ensemble of simulations from different models allows the degree of 
confidence in predictions to be assessed. Such analysis allows statements such as those from the 
IPCC that "The global mean surface temperature change for the period 2016–2035 relative to 
1986–2005 will likely be in the range of 0.3 °C to 0.7 °C (medium confidence)". 

ESMs are very computationally expensive, and have only recently been developed; as such they 
have never yet been applied in the context of nuclear wastes. 

2.3.3 General Circulation Models (GCMs) 
GCMs are the longest-standing tools in climate science. They are similar to ESMs, but typically 
just represent the atmosphere, ocean, and land surface. ESMs have been developed from GCMs 
just in the past 5 years or so. Because they represent a subset of the Earth system, typically 
GCMs may run at a higher spatial resolution than the equivalent Earth system model. Some 
GCMs are not global, but represent a limited region of the earth, at very high spatial resolution. 
Such GCMs are called Regional Climate Models (RCMs), and are forced at their lateral 
boundaries by observations or outputs from a global GCM. The benefit of Regional Models is 
that the high resolution allows better representation of the boundary conditions, such as the 
underlying topography, and hence better representation of effects such as orographically-
induced precipitation and rain shadows, and of dynamical processes such as storm tracks and 
hurricanes. 

GCMs and Regional Models were used in the context of nuclear waste in the BIOCLIM project, 
where they were used to represent snapshots of extreme climates in the next 200 kyr (see 
Section 4.4). GCMs have also been used in the MODARIA project in an ensemble of 
simulations designed to represent a continuous climate evolution based on an emulator (see 
Section 4.5).  

2.3.4 Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) 
EMICs sit between conceptual models and GCMs / ESMs in the climate modelling spectrum. 
They typically represent all aspects of the Earth system, but do so at a reduced complexity and 
resolution compared with ESMs and GCMs. The reduced complexity means that their 
predictions are associated with lower confidence, but they are sufficiently computationally 
efficient that they can typically be run over ten’s of thousands of years or more. EMICs are very 
variable in the degree to which they simplify the key processes. Many EMICs simplify the 
atmospheric circulation considerably. Some use an energy-balance atmosphere with no 
explicitly resolved dynamics (e.g. GENIE, http://www.seao2.info/mycgenie.html), or use the 
quasi-geostrophic approximation (e.g. LOVECLIM; Goosse et al. 2010). Others solve the 
fundamental Navier Stokes equations, but do so at a greatly reduced resolution (e.g. FAMOUS; 
Smith et al. 2008).  
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3 Previous simulations of the last 2 million years 
 
The study of past climate evolution over multiple timescales can provide considerable insights 
into future climate evolution, by improving understanding of the principal features of long-term 
climate and the forcings and feedbacks that drive and mediate them. In addition, paleo-proxy 
data for a number of climatic variables provides a method for evaluating models and their 
simulations of past climates, which is not possible for simulations of future climate for which 
there is no data. 

This section will provide a review of modelling studies that simulate the evolution of past 
climate, taking into account their uncertainties. Focus will be first on snapshot simulations of 
specific periods in the Earth’s recent history (Last Glacial Maximum, mid-Holocene and last 
interglacial; Section 3.1) and then on transient model simulations of three approximate 
timescales (20 kyr, 200 kyr and 2 Myr before present (BP); Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 
respectively). These timescales, which roughly equate to studies of the last deglaciation and 
Holocene, the last glacial cycle, and the glacial-interglacial cycles of the Pleistocene 
respectively, are chosen because the dominant forcings of climate and the commonly used 
modelling tools are different for each timescale. 

3.1 Snapshot simulations during the last glacial-interglacial cycle 
The Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project (PMIP, https://pmip4.lsce.ipsl.fr) represents a 
concerted effort by modelling groups around the world to simulate the climate of various key 
periods in the Earth’s recent history. These experiments use standardised sets of boundary 
conditions to define experiments that allow models to be intercompared, and to be compared 
with proxy reconstructions of the periods, and therefore allow the strengths and weaknesses of 
models to be ascertained. PMIP is currently on its 4th phase (https://pmip4.lsce.ipsl.fr), and has 
consistently contributed to the IPCC process, including the most recent (5th) IPCC assessment 
report, AR5. The first phase of PMIP (Joussaume and Taylor 1995) included 12 atmosphere-
only or slab ocean GCMs to simulate the LGM, forced by the ICE-4G ice sheet reconstructions 
(Peltier 1994) and CLIMAP (1981) SST reconstructions, with no changes in vegetation or dust 
fluxes. The second phase (PMIP2; Braconnot et al. 2007) included fully coupled GCMs (of 
generally the same complexity as the IPCC models of the time), updated ICE-5G ice sheet 
reconstructions (Peltier 2004), updated greenhouse gas (GHG) scenarios, and some simulations 
with dynamic vegetation models. PMIP3 consisted primarily of models that contributed to 
CMIP5, and included more forcing parameters with the aim of improving understanding of 
climate sensitivity and natural climate variability (Braconnot et al. 2012). Three main time 
periods contributed to the IPCC AR5: the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; approx. 21 kyr BP), 
the mid-Holocene (MH; approx. 6 kyr BP) and the last millennium (850–1850 CE). 
Additionally, other periods were modelled outside of these including the last interglacial (LIG; 
approx. 130–115 kyr BP) and mid-Pliocene (3.3–3.0 Myr BP). 

While there are stand-alone studies of the LGM climate using EMICs, such as the early work of 
Ganopolski et al. (1998) using the EMIC CLIMBER-2, here the focus will mostly be on the 
simulations that have been carried out as part of the PMIP projects, which primarily uses GCMs 
and ESMs. Being part of PMIP ensures there is consistency in the simulation setup allowing 
models to be easily compared and a consistent level of complexity (i.e. atmospheric-only GCM 
(AGCM) or fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM (AOGCM)). Focus on studies carried out in 
the framework of PMIP in this report also allows inter-model dependence to be assessed, as 
highlighted in Section 2.3.2. Given the interests of Nagra, we focus on global mean trends and 
the results for the European region. 
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3.1.1 Last Glacial Maximum 
At the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 21 kyr BP), carbon dioxide concentrations were close to 
their minimum value over the last 800,000 years (~ 190 ppmv, Luthi et al. 2008), global mean 
temperatures were reduced, large ice sheets had expanded over North America and Eurasia and 
glaciers and ice sheets expanded in other regions. Climatic changes resulted in a modified 
vegetation distribution with reduced forests and increased tundra and steppe over Northern 
Hemisphere continents. However, beyond these broad changes there were subtle regional 
patterns of change and interconnected processes and feedbacks shaping the Earth system that 
require the use of models to understand. 

Kageyama et al. (1999) offer one of the earliest syntheses of the PMIP1 results, comparing the 
changes in Northern Hemisphere storm tracks in different AGCMs caused by the presence of 
the North American and Fennoscandian ice sheets. They find a consistent change across the 
models, with an eastward shift in both Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks associated with changes 
in atmospheric stationary waves and sea ice, which affects precipitation in northwest Europe. 
How much the storm tracks vary is somewhat model dependent, especially at their eastward 
extremities. Model resolution is found to be important for the simulation of storm tracks, and 
these simulations would now be considered relatively low resolution. 

Kageyama et al. (2001) analyse the PMIP1 simulations specifically over Europe and western 
Siberia. Proxy reconstructions point to a 10–15 °C cooling in annual mean temperature over 
western Europe, 10–20 °C cooling over central Europe and up to 10 °C cooling over western 
Siberia compared to the present day. The model ensemble generally captures these changes, 
with variability between the models comparable to the uncertainties in the reconstructions. 
However, models are found to be too warm over western Europe, particularly in winter, by up to 
10 °C. There is a much larger spread in precipitation from the models, compared to temperature. 
Although the general pattern of the LGM being drier than the present over all of Europe is 
captured, western Europe is found to be too wet compared to reconstructions. They note that 
possible causes for the discrepancies in temperature and precipitation could be the ice sheet 
reconstructions, SST reconstructions (as these are all AGCMs or slab-ocean models with no 
changes in ocean circulation), vegetation, dust or permafrost changes. They suggest that none of 
these missing processes will likely solve the issue of model biases over western Europe on their 
own; instead, some combination of missing processes is believed to be important.  

Jost et al. (2005) test if any of three different approaches for increasing model spatial resolution 
reduce the model biases of the European LGM climate found by Kageyama et al. (2001). The 
three approaches they use are an AGCM (LMDZHR) with a zoomed grid over Europe, an 
AGCM with globally high resolution (CCSR1), and a high-resolution regional climate model 
(RCM; HadRM) nested in a lower resolution AGCM (HadAM3). These were compared to low-
resolution simulations with the same models. The AGCMs are found to offer no improvement in 
the temperature biases over the lower resolution equivalents, but to improve precipitation trends 
(due to better resolved orography etc.). The RCM was found to improve the temperature bias, 
but has a very poor representation of the hydrological cycle. These results suggest it is not 
simply model resolution that limits performance in reconstructions, although this can lead to 
some improvements e.g. in precipitation. Missing processes such as evolving SSTs, vegetation 
and permafrost are highlighted as likely being important.  
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Braconnot et al. (2007) and Kageyama et al. (2006) review the progress of PMIP1 and PMIP2 
simulations globally and over the North Atlantic/Europe area respectively. Braconnot et al. 
highlight that the model spread increases in the coupled PMIP2 simulations compared to PMIP1 
because the SSTs and sea ice are no longer constrained. They find there is a greater cooling at 
the tropics as well as changes in the Northern Hemisphere due to the updated ice sheet 
configurations (Peltier 2004). Kageyama et al. focus on the SSTs and SATs of the North 
Atlantic and European region compared to MARGO (Multiproxy Approach for the 
Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean surface, http://margo.pangaea.de/) SST and pollen-based 
SAT reconstructions. In the North Atlantic, the models are found to correctly simulate an 
increase in the meridional SST gradient (but not necessarily with the correct amplitude or 
location). The improvement of the ice sheet reconstructions from ICE-4G in PMIP1 to ICE-5G 
in PMIP2 improves the PMIP2 SAT distribution compared to PMIP1, but winter temperatures 
are still too warm particularly over western Europe in winter, shown in Figure 3.1. 
Reconstructions suggest temperatures over the Alps cooled more in the winter (by up to approx. 
20 °C) than in the summer (up to approx. 10 °C cooling), but the models struggle in this region 
to capture the winter temperature anomalies in particular. Western Europe’s temperature is 
strongly affected by oceanic changes and simulated sea ice varies significantly between models, 
meaning there is a larger spread for fully coupled models. They highlight an increase in inter-
annual variability in cold month temperature and suggest that this could be biasing proxy 
reconstructions.  
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Fig. 3.1: Warm month (left hand column) and cold month (right hand column) temperature 
anomaly of the LGM relative to 1960-1990 for 9 PMIP2 models.  
Squares and diamonds show observational data points. The orange contour shows the pre-
industrial sea ice extent and the red line the LGM sea ice extent. Figure from Kageyama et 
al. 2006. 

 
 
Ramstein et al. (2007) further investigate the results of Jost et al. (2005) and Kageyama et al. 
(2006) in an attempt to reconcile the temperature anomaly over western Europe. They find that 
dynamic vegetation in the models can account for up to 2 °C of cooling, but this is 
heterogeneous and other processes must also be important. They assess the impact of increased 
climatic variability (in terms of precipitation and cold month temperature) and CO2 changes on 
the vegetation distribution and show that the latter particularly could be having an effect at the 
LGM. Using inverse modelling accounting for the effect of lower CO2, they suggest that the 
error on proxy temperature reconstructions should be larger, bringing more consistency between 
the model results and observations. 
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The PMIP3 ensemble of simulations is presented in Harrison et al. (2014), wherein a 
comprehensive global model-data comparison is carried out. This model-data comparison is 
also summarised in the latest IPCC AR5 report (Section 9.4.1.5). This shows that even in the 
very latest climate models, there is still a warm bias in western Europe in winter, although the 
error bars on the paleo proxy reconstructions are large.  

Zhang et al. (2013) highlight concerns that in the PMIP3 standard of models, initialisation of the 
ocean can lead to fundamentally different ocean states with a knock-on effect on the oceanic 
response to melt-water forcing. They use the model COSMOS (a coupled version of the 
ECHAM5 atmosphere, MPI-OM ocean and JSBACH vegetation models) initialised with glacial 
and pre-industrial ocean states. Although both models reach the PMIP criteria for steady state in 
the surface ocean (and hence would be eligible for inclusion in PMIP), they have very different 
stratification structures and respond differently to large freshwater inputs. They find it is not 
possible to force the model from one state to the other (e.g. with a large input of freshwater) and 
the bistability depends only on the initial state. When initialised with glacial conditions, North 
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) is shallower and shows an overshoot of the Atlantic Meridional 
Overturning Circulation (AMOC) after a freshwater input takes place. This response was also 
found in the HadCM3M2 and CCSM3 PMIP simulations, which were also set up with glacial 
initial conditions. 

Hargreaves et al. (2013) offer a quantitative statistical analysis of the simulated temperature 
from nine PMIP2 and two PMIP3 models for the LGM, compared with approximately 400 
gridded data points over the land and ocean. The data (MARGO 2009; Bartlein et al. 2011) have 
errors in the range of 0.24–6.4 °C, but generally between 1–2.5 °C. They find the PMIP results 
for the LGM are generally in good agreement with the data, with qualitative trends captured 
with quantitatively reasonable magnitudes. Major patterns such as the land-ocean contrast and 
polar amplification are also captured. However, sub-continental scale features from the data are 
not simulated as strongly, with some features potentially lost due to low model resolution not 
capturing local orographic effects. 

Ludwig et al. (2016) identify similar atmospheric circulation changes over Europe in four 
PMIP3 LGM simulations (from the models CCSM4, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-P and 
MRI-CGCM3) as Kageyama et al. (1999) did with PMIP1 models. They show that during the 
LGM, western Europe was influenced by a stronger North Atlantic storm track producing 
prevailing circulation weather types from the west (similar to today) that enhanced rainfall. 
Central and eastern Europe were more affected by southerly and easterly flow patterns causing 
them to experience less rainfall, as shown in Figure 3.2. The Alps see a fractional drying on 
average in these four simulations, but the magnitude is small and on the margins of statistical 
significance (insignificant grid cells are indicated in Figure 3.2 by small black circles). The 
improvement in representation of strom tracks compared to PMIP1 is evident, highlighting the 
importance of model complexity and resolution. Analysis of the LGM precipitaiton and 
atmospheric circulation was also carried out by Hofer et al (2012a), who, using a high resolution 
version of CCSM4, showed that the presence of the Laurentide ice sheet resulted in a transition 
from north-south sea level pressure gradients to more west-east gradients, and that the resuting 
change in circulation type accounted for 60% of the precipitation change in southwest Europe at 
the LGM. Hofer et al (2012b) showed that the Laurentide ice sheet led to a southward 
displacement of the jet stream and the storm track in the North Atlantic region, generating a 
band of increased precipitation in the midlatitudes across the Atlantic to southern Europe in 
winter. 
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3.1.2 Mid-Holocene 
The mid-Holocene (MH; 6 kyr BP) is another period modelled in the PMIP experiments, and, 
like the LGM, has been a part of PMIP since its conception. The MH differs from modern in 
terms of climate forcing through its astronomical forcing. Changes primarily in precession mean 
that it experienced relatively high insolation in Northern Hemisphere summer compared to 
modern. Other boundary conditions, such as CO2 and ice sheets were very similar to those of 
pre-industrial. The MH is characterised as a relatively stable climate, but one in which the Earth 
system responded to the astronomical forcing with significant changes in temperature, 
precipitation, and vegetation compared to modern (Prentice et al. 2000; Braconnot et al. 2012). 
Studies specifically focussing on the MH using EMICs and GCMs/ESMs will be discussed 
here, although other studies with simpler models occasionally simulate this period to benchmark 
against GCMs (e.g. Crucifix et al. 2002). 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 3.2: Changes in the daily mean precipitation over Europe from four PMIP3 models.  
Black circles show grid cells where the mean is not statistically significant. Blue and black 
contours mark ice sheet extent and thickness (thin black line at 500 m, bold black line at 
1500 m) and the red contour shows the LGM coastline. Figure from Ludwig et al. 2016. 

 
 
Ganopolski et al. (1998) model the MH using CLIMBER, a low resolution 2.5D coupled 
atmosphere-ocean-vegetation EMIC. By including components individually or in different 
combinations (atmosphere only, atmosphere and ocean, atmosphere and vegetation or all three 
components together) they show that all the model components act synergistically to reproduce 
the best approximation of the MH climate. With all three components, there is an increase in 
summer and winter temperatures by 4 °C and 3 °C respectively for Northern Hemisphere 
continents. This is caused by vegetation changes that affect planetary albedo and have a further 
effect on sea ice extent. Warming in the Southern Hemisphere is then caused by a reduced 
AMOC (due to temperature and salinity changes in the North Atlantic). The model suggests that 
the areas most sensitive to change in the MH are the high northern latitudes, the subtropics 
(particularly the Sahara) and the Atlantic. 
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Masson et al. (1999) analyse the PMIP1 results for the MH over Europe. Reconstructed 
vegetation changes suggest there were warmer, drier conditions in north western Europe and 
cooler, wetter conditions in southern Europe (particularly in summer) relative to the pre-
industrial (i.e. a reduced climatic gradient across the continent). In lower latitudes, the models 
all agree on major cooling but over Europe there is larger uncertainty. The cooling over 
southern Europe is not captured well by the PMIP1 ensemble, but the warming in the northeast 
and some of the hydrological changes are captured by some models. Indeed, there is no 
consistency as to how the European temperature gradient changes in the models. The simulation 
of precipitation anomalies is slightly better, but the modelled and reconstructed seasonalities 
differ and there is still little spatial consistency between the models. It is concluded that 
processes are missing that influence the European climate. The lack of interactive vegetation 
and SSTs in the Atlantic and Mediterranean could be impacting on the temperature, while 
increased resolution could improve the simulated precipitation. 

Bonfils et al. (2004) investigate the mechanisms behind the PMIP1 models that performed 
better over Europe using a cluster analysis. This analysis also investigated whether a model 
could simulate the correct response and mechanisms, but simply in an incorrect region. They 
identify two potentially important processes for representing the changes in the MH 
reconstructions. The first is increased westerly airflow relative to the present from southwest 
Europe toward the north east over winter. This accounts for the seasonal temperature (warming 
northern Europe in winter) and water budget changes identified in reconstructions. The second 
process is increased latent cooling in the summer due to increased winter soil moisture. This can 
reduce the warm summer anomaly over southern regions in the models relative to 
reconstructions, but requires the spatial distribution of precipitation to be accurate, which is a 
challenge for models of this age and resolution. They argue that the models are correctly 
simulating the gross climatic structures, but a lack of processes and resolution can mean that the 
models produce the climatic zones in slightly incorrect areas, making their performance relative 
to reconstructions appear biased.  

Braconnot et al. (2007) also discuss the MH ensemble of simulations from the PMIP1 and 
2 experiments. The general patterns in temperature are increased seasonality and summer 
warming over Northern Hemisphere continents. The Alps lie on the fringe of this warming, as it 
is less pronounced over the oceans and coastal regions. This seasonality change is due to 
changes in insolation and has a positive feedback with reduced sea ice extent. Changes in 
vegetation over the Sahara and other desert regions are due to enhanced monsoons and 
vegetation feedbacks, however, precipitation change is still underestimated. Over Europe no 
significant consistent change in precipitation is found in the models. 

Brewer et al. (2007) carry out a similar analysis to Bonfils et al., using cluster analysis and 
fuzzy logic to compare three environmental parameters (moisture availability, cold month 
temperature and growing degree days) from 25 PMIP models to observations. The observational 
dataset is updated from Bonfils et al., but still shows the same reduced temperature gradient. 
Generally, the clustering in the models is similar and although the exact patterns and magnitude 
of change vary and are usually less than the reconstructions, models do project the correct sign 
of change. They do not find an obvious distinction between the PMIP1 and PMIP2 simulations, 
but find that higher resolution or less parameterised versions of the same model usually perform 
better. 

Mauri et al. (2014) compare 14 PMIP3 GCMs to a large observational dataset for Europe. 
Previous studies (e.g. Bonfils et al. 2004) had suggested the winter climate anomalies in the 
reconstructions resembled increased westerly circulation (caused in the modern day by positive 
Arctic Oscillation/North Atlantic Oscillation (AO/NAO) modes), while summer anomalies 
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resembled modern day anticyclonic blocking events over northern Europe. The data set of 
Mauri et al. supports these two mechanisms. However, they show the PMIP3 models do not 
capture these circulation changes and temperature anomalies are instead driven most directly by 
insolation changes, resulting in poor representation of the spatial pattern of anomalies for the 
MH.  

3.1.3 Last interglacial 
The last interglacial (LIG or Eemian; 130–115 kyr BP) was the last period of reduced glaciation 
prior to the Holocene, compared to which it had a notably different climate (increased warming 
at high latitudes and increased global sea levels). The differences between the LIG and pre-
industrial are primarily driven by insolation changes associated with astronomical forcing. It has 
attracted attention from modelling communities (e.g. PMIP3) as it is a good test for models in 
terms of representing a warm world with reduced ice sheets, but with different dominant driving 
factors compared to the future (in contrast to the future, CO2 concentrations during the LIG 
were very similar to those of pre-industrial). The LIG has been modelled in a variety of ways, 
for example modelling the transient climate evolution and reglaciation through the LIG, 
snapshots of the climate as part of PMIP, or ice sheet modelling to assess the sources of sea 
level change (in particular, Greenland vs. Antarctica).  

There are several simulations of the LIG using EMICs, which can be helpful for understanding 
how the climate transiently evolved over the period. One example is Crucifix and Loutre (2002) 
who use MoBidiC to simulate the period 126–115 kyr BP. They find climatic shifts through the 
period such as a precession-driven cooling over land between 122–120 kyr BP that results in 
some perennial snow accumulation, a southward shift of the northern treeline and increased sea 
ice. Snow, sea ice and vegetation feedbacks are found to be more important for driving the 
climate (nearly quadrupling the initial insolation forcing) than oceanic interactions. There is a 
small decrease in the North Atlantic overturning over the whole period, but this has little effect 
on Northern Hemisphere heat balance.  

Stone et al. (2013) model the climate of the LIG using interpolated snapshots from the GCM 
HadCM3, primarily with the aim of forcing an ice sheet model (GLIMMER) over Greenland. 
Using a Latin Hypercube approach to cover the sensitivity to parameter uncertainty in the ice 
sheet model, they assess probabilistically how much of the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) melted 
during the LIG. The interpolation of climate was done linearly between three orbital snapshots 
(at 120, 125, 130 kyr BP), each with three ice sheet states. Globally the climate is found to be 
marginally (0.13 °C) warmer than the pre-industrial, and is warmest at 130 kyr BP before 
cooling at 120 kyr BP. Over Greenland it is found to be around 3.5 °C warmer than pre-
industrial, slightly less than proxies suggest (4–5 °C). However, with relatively few model 
simulations it is hard to account for uncertainties in the non-interactive vegetation, constant 
CO2, etc. Feeding into the ice sheet model, they find there is a 90% probability melt was in the 
range 0.6–3.5 m of sea level equivalent, less than some other reconstructions (0.4–5.5 m). The 
most likely scenarios (based upon their representation of the modern ice sheet) show a 1.5 m sea 
level change and suggest the GrIS melts from its northern margin. This sea level change is not 
as much as records suggest, implying there must be additional sources of melt (e.g. from 
Antarctica or other glaciated regions).  

Lunt et al. (2013) carry out a large intercomparison of snapshot simulations covering the period 
130–125 kyr BP, including PMIP3 models and other experiments of lower complexity 
(11 GCMs and 3 EMICs). Because some of the simulations were carried out independently from 
PMIP, they do not all have the same boundary conditions, but this still offers a useful 
comparison of PMIP and non-PMIP model performance. Each model provides up to four 
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simulations with different boundary conditions or time slices (e.g. 130, 128 and 125 kyr BP). 
Because the insolation forcing of the LIG is seasonal, there is relatively little change in the 
annual mean values in the models and they are model dependent. This contrasts with 
reconstructions, which suggest there can be some large annual temperature anomalies, as shown 
in Figure 3.3. Seasonally the signal is stronger in the models, with summer warming in Northern 
Hemisphere mid-high latitudes and general cooling in winter (December-January-February; 
DJF). The modelled changes in the seasonal cycle are closer to the observations, but still have 
relatively little skill. Finally, an important conclusion is that the GCMs produce more complex 
and different responses compared with the EMICs (beyond just resolution differences), with less 
warming at high latitudes and more cooling in the African monsoon region than the EMICs. 
This suggests that there is considerable added-value in using GCM compared with an EMIC for 
modelling the LIG. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3.3: Annual mean temperature anomaly at the LIG from a 14 model ensemble 

compared to the pre-industrial.  
Data points are indicated by the coloured circles and stippling shows where less than 70% 
of the models agree on the direction of change. The smaller map is simply an enlargement 
of Europe. Figure from Lunt et al. 2013. 

 
 
Bakker et al. (2013) carry out a similar intercomparison to Lunt et al., but focus on transient 
simulations of the LIG provided by 4 low-resolution GCMs and 3 EMICs covering the period 
130– or 126–115 kyr BP. Although models struggle to capture spatial trends and magnitudes 
(Lunt et al. 2013), they do a reasonable job at capturing the temporal evolution through the LIG 
when and where it is driven by insolation. For example, a robust July temperature peak (ranging 
0.3–5.3 °C) is found between 130–125 kyr BP, and a robust January temperature peak is found 
over the Arctic Ocean at 128–126 kyr BP and over Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes between 
121–117 kyr BP. Some aspects are not captured so well, when other processes besides 
insolation are important. For example, Southern Hemisphere temperature trends are captured 
better when GHGs are varied through the simulation and January temperatures at high northern 
latitudes are strongly influenced by highly model dependent sea ice changes. In contrast to Lunt 
et al. (2013), EMICs are found to adequately capture the long timescale (> 1 kyr) and large 
spatial trends (comparably to GCMs), suggesting they are better suited for this kind of analysis.  
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Various studies aim to understand the differences between proxy reconstructions and individual 
models. Due to the model-specific nature of these studies, they will be discussed only briefly. 
Nikolova et al. (2013) discuss snapshot simulation results from LOVECLIM and CCSM3 
coupled to the vegetation model BIOME4. Their analysis of the climate is similar to the 
previous studies mentioned, but they do comment on the simulated vegetation over Europe from 
the two models. CCSM3-BIOME4 suggests there is more grassland over Europe compared to 
LOVECLIM, likely due to the relatively cool and dry climate simulated over the region. 
LOVECLIM generates warmer and more wet conditions in the region and as a result simulates 
more mixed forest, which is in line with vegetation reconstructions. Langebroek and 
Nisancioglu (2014) analyse six time slices from NorESM and show that seasonal changes are 
induced by the insolation forcing but GHGs are more important for global and annual mean 
changes. They suggest the mistiming of summer warmth in the Southern Ocean and Antarctica 
relative to the summer insolation peak is due to the ocean storing and integrating heat from 
other seasons, not just summer. Finally, Pedersen et al. (2016) use snapshots from the GCM EC-
Earth with various prescribed boundary conditions to assess the direct and indirect (e.g. through 
ocean interactions) effects of insolation change. Through this they find that the changes in the 
tropics (a year-round cooling compared to the pre-industrial) are caused predominantly by 
insolation changes, while indirect effects of the insolation forcing on sea surface conditions are 
more important for the North Atlantic and European regions. This model is relatively high 
resolution compared to other PMIP models and is also exhibits an annual mean warming at the 
higher end of the PMIP model range. 

Two other studies of interest include Loutre et al. (2014) and Pfeiffer and Lohmann (2016), who 
assess the importance of boundary conditions changes related to the GrIS at the LIG. Loutre et 
al. (2014) assess transient simulations of LOVECLIM and suggest that the presence of ice 
sheets and freshwater input to the North Atlantic from their melt could be important for the 
simulated climate. Generally, the magnitude of climatic change is too low and the summer 
temperature peak over the North Atlantic (at approx. 128 kyr BP) is too early compared to the 
reconstructions. Freshwater input can be a possible method for delaying the warming peak by 
causing a slowdown of the AMOC. This mechanism could be investigated in future studies. 
Pfeiffer and Lohmann (2016) assess the impact of the thickness and extent of the GrIS on the 
global and regional temperatures using a series of snapshot simulations with the GCM 
COSMOS. Major reductions in the size of the GrIS can result in additional warming in winter of 
up to 5 °C regionally and 0.48 °C globally. The effect is less pronounced in the summer, 
causing 0.24 °C of global warming. Although this generally improves the match of the model to 
the data, the magnitude of temperature change relative to the pre-industrial is still 
underestimated globally and is overestimated in Greenland compared to ice cores. They argue 
that there is likely a seasonal bias in the proxies and additionally a transient simulation with 
evolving ice sheet dimensions (which is not yet computationally possible) could help address 
these data mismatches.  

Finally, Stone et al. (2016) provide a possible reconciliation of models and data during the LIG. 
They show that the relatively cool temperatures in the North Atlantic in the early LIG, which 
are not seen in simulations forced solely by insolation and GHG changes, can be explained by 
freshwater input in the North Atlantic associated with melting of remnants of the Laurentide ice 
sheet following the previous deglaciation. The freshwater leads to increased buoyancy of 
surface waters, a reduction in deepwater formation in the North Atlantic, a decrease in strength 
of the meridional overturning circulation and associated northwards heat transport, and therefore 
a cooling in the North Atlantic. Furthermore, Capron et al. (2014) in a related study show that 
great care must be taken in the interpretation of proxy records of the LIG for model-data 
comparison, in particular regarding their age control. 
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3.2 Transient simulations of the last 20 kyr 
Studies of the past 20 kyr cover the last deglaciation and the Holocene. As the climate warmed 
from the LGM through to the end of the Pleistocene (approx. 11.7 kyr BP) the Northern 
Hemisphere ice sheets collapsed, but the warming and collapse was not spatially homogenous 
or monotonic in time. There were significant sub-millennial scale fluctuations and longer events 
superimposed on the cooling trend recorded over Greenland and Antarctica, as shown in Figure 
3.4a. Sub-millennial events included Dansgaard-Oeshger (D-O) events (short warming spikes 
followed by prolonged cooling in the Northern Hemisphere) and Heinrich events (large ice loss 
events often preceding D-O events). Longer periods of change include the Bølling-Allerød 
(B-A; a phase of substantial warming around the North Atlantic region) and Younger Dryas 
(YD; a phase of cooling and minor reglaciation in the Northern Hemisphere). These events 
often have contrasting responses in the northern and southern hemispheres, linked to the idea of 
the bipolar seesaw (Crowley 1992; Stocker 1998).  

After the deglaciation was complete (approx. 11.7 kyr BP), the Earth entered the relatively 
stable period (in terms of climate, CO2 etc.) known as the Holocene, shown in Figure 3.4b. 
Temperatures generally rose to a maximum around the MH, after which there was a small 
gradual cooling. Climatic variations over the past one or two millennia up to the mid-19th 
century (e.g. the Medieval Warm Period, MWP; and the Little Ice Age, LIA) were relatively 
small (approx. < 0.5 °C) compared to the longer timescales considered in this report as shown in 
Figure 3.4c, but are still important to understand. Over this period, fluctuations in total solar 
irradiance (TSI) and the impact of volcanic events for example can be analysed, before the 
effects of anthropogenic CO2 emissions become important for climatic change since the 
19th Century. 

20 kyr is at the limit of the time period that is possible to model transiently with a fully coupled 
GCM, meaning simulations discussed here are often of shorter sections of the period (e.g. only 
of the last millennium or deglaciation) or use accelerated GCMs, EMICs or conceptual models. 
Transient simulations that will be discussed here are those that fall wholly within the past 20 kyr 
BP. Longer simulations that cover this period but extend further back in time (e.g. 120 kyr BP – 
present) are discussed in the next section. Over this period, simulations can be compared to ice 
core records from around the world (GrIS, Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) as well as other glaciated 
regions), as well as tree ring records and historical documents for more recent periods. Shorter 
simulations of the last millennium (often from PMIP) will be discussed first, followed by 
simulations of the deglaciation and whole Holocene period. 
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Fig. 3.4: Global proxy temperature stack and temperature anomalies of the Holocene and 
last two millenia. 
a) A global proxy temperature stack (blue), Antarctic temperature record (red) and 
atmospheric CO2 record (yellow dots) of the last deglaciation relative to the early Holocene 
mean (figure from Shakun et al. 2012). Major stages of the deglaciation are shown along 
the bottom: the Older Dryas (OD), the Bølling-Allerød (B-A) and Younger Dryas (YD). 
b & c) temperature anomalies of the Holocene and last two millennia respectively relative 
to 1961-1990 observations for a global stack (blue shading) and various other 
reconstructions (coloured lines) (figures from Marcott et al. 2013). The Medieval Warm 
Period (MWP) and Little Ice Age (LIA) have been annotated. 

 

3.2.1 Last millennium 
Crowley (2000) uses a simple vertically-averaged energy balance model of the ocean mixed-
layer and atmosphere, coupled to a deep ocean store with a diffusion/upwelling equation to 
assess the impact of forced variability from TSI, volcanic and CO2 changes over the last 
millennium. Results show that 41–64% of the variance between 1000–1850 CE can be 
explained by changes in TSI and volcanic forcing, with only modest contributions from CO2 
(0.05 °C). Other processes, such as changes in ocean circulation, appear to have played less of a 
role than TSI and volcanism in dictating events such as the MWP and LIA, with volcanism 
appearing to have been particularly important for the LIA.  

b c 

MWP LIA 
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Servonnat et al. (2010) use the fully coupled GCM IPSLCM4 to explore the effects of TSI, CO2 
and orbital changes over part of the last millennium (compared to static pre-industrial forcing). 
Like Crowley (2000), they find TSI is an important driver of the climate over this period 
(accounting for up to 59% of the low frequency variability), but unlike Crowley also find CO2 
to be important (particularly for the LIA), with volcanic forcing more important for annual and 
decadal variability. They find that no single forcing explains the signal as well as combined 
forcings and that these scale roughly linearly. They also show that, although the MWP and LIA 
stand out as hemispheric signals, events on a scale smaller than e.g. Europe will not be possible 
to pick up, highlighting the difficulties in modelling even relatively recent and well-constrained 
time periods.  

Jungclaus et al. (2010) use the ESM MPI-ESM (which includes land surface, carbon cycle and 
ocean biogeochemistry modules) to run an ensemble of simulations through the last 1.2 kyr 
forced by TSI, volcanism, orbital insolation, GHGs, aerosol and land cover changes. Trends for 
the Northern Hemisphere climate are identified by the ensemble within the reconstruction 
uncertainty. They find that volcanism is important to events such as the LIA and that the 
simulated carbon cycle is not as dynamic as observations. Fluctuations in CO2 are not driven 
solely by temperature and other processes must be important but are missing from the model. 
They acknowledge that these results will likely be model specific.  

Fernandez-Donado et al. (2013) offer an overview of the PMIP3 simulations of the last 
millennium. Based upon 26 simulations from 8 different models there is broad agreement in the 
major hemispheric temperature trends and an approximately linear response to forcing at multi-
decadal and lower frequencies. However, the spatial distribution of changes at the MWP and 
LIA are found to disagree with reconstructions and the models show different degrees of 
internal variability. For example, CCSM4 shows a larger variance in the Atlantic multidecadal 
oscillation (AMO) during the last millennium compared with the 1850 baseline, suggesting 
there is some long-term oceanic response to natural forcing (Landrum et al. 2013). However, 
CCSM4 shows no major changes in other internal variability such as the North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO), Southern Annular Mode (SAM), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) or 
El Nino – Southern Oscillation (ENSO), despite some proxies suggesting there could be long-
term changes in the power of these oscillations (Landrum et al. 2013). Either the spatial patterns 
of the MWP and LIA temperature anomalies are influenced by internal variability (for which the 
models are inconsistent) or some other process that is not included in the models. 

Berdahl and Robock (2013) look specifically at how the high Northern Hemisphere cryosphere 
responds to cooling events in five PMIP3 models. Generally, the models are not found to cool 
enough, reflected in the Baffin Island and North Atlantic region by a lack of snow accumulation 
and sea ice growth. The reason for the mismatch in cooling is either that the models do not 
respond strongly enough to forcing or they start with too warm a background climate prior to 
the cooling. CCSM4 produces the most snow accumulation and ice growth (in line with what 
reconstructions suggest), mainly because it is the model with coldest background state in the 
region. Additionally, Landrum et al. (2013) suggested that although CCSM4 captured the 
reconstructed changes at the LIA, such as drying in North America and cooling in Europe and 
North America, the model may be over-sensitive to large volcanic eruptions based upon its 
simulation of other events in the record. In general, the models do not sustain the cold 
temperatures after volcanic events for more than a decade, unlike reconstructions which suggest 
a long legacy from major events (Berdahl and Robock 2013). Clearly some processes are 
missing and this highlights the difficulties in modelling specific events in a relatively small 
region.  
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Atwood et al. (2016) analyse the forcings and feedbacks driving the LIA in seven PMIP3 
models. They find that the volcanic forcing is most important (causing 65% of the total forcing 
effect), with land use, GHGs and insolation making up the rest of the forced variability. In total, 
forcings contribute 47% of change, with the rest due to feedbacks such as water vapour, snow-
albedo etc. Two particularly large uncertainties they highlight with interpreting reconstructions 
of the last millennium are the characterisation of volcanic forcing (in terms of timing, location, 
magnitude of events and effect on the models’ aerosols and radiative balance) and reconstructed 
changes in insolation (which could potentially have a much higher amplitude than imposed in 
these simulations and have an effect on ozone that is only included in a single PMIP3 model).  

Yang and Jiang (2017) analyse changes in model inter-annual variability in temperature and 
precipitation, and compare how this variability changes between the MWP and LIA from ten 
PMIP3 models. Inter-annual temperature variation increases at high northern latitudes and 
precipitation variation increases at lower latitudes. Temperature variability generally decreases 
in the MWP and increases in the LIA, while precipitation variability generally does the 
opposite. Volcanic forcing has more of an effect on the variability of temperature than 
precipitation and this could explain why there is more temperature variability for the LIA (when 
there was increased volcanic forcing) compared to the MWP. 

In summary, these model studies suggest that temperature variation during the last millennium 
was mostly driven by volcanic forcing, with TSI, GHG and other variations playing a lesser but 
still important role. However, there is still a large degree of uncertainty in the prescribed forcing 
schemes, models fail to capture the spatial patterns of change indicated by reconstructions and 
there is a large degree of inter-model variability in responses to forcings.  

3.2.2 The Holocene and the last deglaciation 
The deglaciation period at the end of the Pleistocene (Figure 3.4a) represents a complex 
challenge for modelling and data communities to understand. Changes in the global climate 
were substantial, asynchronous, and there are questions regarding leads and lags in the system. 
The initial trigger of deglaciation is an effect of insolation changes and is better understood as 
part of longer transient simulations, and so will be discussed in greater detail in the next section. 
However, asynchronous hemispheric events such as the Bølling-Allerød (B-A; approx. 14.5 kyr 
BP) are likely linked through changes in ocean circulation, specifically through fluctuations in 
the AMOC and have been the focus of numerous recent modelling studies. There are also 
studies into AMOC stability using idealised semi-empirical, EMIC and GCM modelling 
approaches (e.g. varying freshwater perturbations on an equilibrium climate, Renssen et al. 
2002). Here, however, the focus is on some of the more realistic simulations of the last 
deglaciation. 

Liu et al. (2009) use the fully coupled GCM CCSM3 to simulate the warming between the LGM 
and the B-A. The model is forced with varying insolation, GHGs, ice sheet sizes, coasts (in 
response to sea level change) and melt water fluxes. Between 22–19 kyr BP the modelled 
climate varies slowly with insolation. The extensive glacial state is associated with a reduced 
AMOC and shallower NADW relative to present. From 19–17 kyr BP the melt water forcing to 
the North Atlantic increases, causing the model to simulate a further slowdown of the AMOC. 
This results in a bipolar seesaw reduction in heat transport to the Northern Hemisphere (causing 
cooling of 4 °C) and an increase in heat transport to the Southern Hemisphere (causing a 
warming of 2 °C) in good agreement with proxy data. After 17 kyr BP the melt water forcing is 
decreased either linearly or in abrupt steps, in both cases causing an AMOC recovery and 
overshoot, which can account for the observed 15 °C temperature increase over Greenland at the 
B-A (approx. 5 °C of this is from the AMOC overshoot). Unlike previous studies using EMICs 
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(e.g. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2001) they do not find multiple equilibrium states for the 
AMOC. As a result, to fit the abrupt nature of the observed B-A warming there must be a rapid 
cessation of the melt water flux on the order of centuries. Simpler models that exhibit hysteresis 
in the AMOC can exhibit such behaviour under only a gradual forcing. 

Knorr and Lohmann (2007) use an ocean model of intermediate complexity and find a similar 
AMOC overshoot to Liu et al., but with a different mechanism and forcing. Knorr and Lohmann 
find both a deepening of NADW and an AMOC invigoration, whereas Liu et al. only find an 
invigoration of the AMOC. As opposed to using an abrupt melt water forcing as in Liu et al., 
Knorr and Lohmann use a somewhat idealised gradual forcing (representing a linear deglacial 
warming) and find that a hysteresis effect causes the rapid warming. Although the forcing 
causes an increase in local ocean buoyancy, the model simulates a change in circulation that 
transports higher salinity water to the North Atlantic, countering the temperature effect on 
buoyancy. Once this overcomes the density gradient, deep-water formation occurs, resulting in 
greater transport of relatively saline water to the region and causing an AMOC overshoot. The 
inclusion of melt water fluxes into their model can vary and improve the timing of the overshoot 
so that it coincides with the B-A, but is not necessary to cause such a response. Barker et al. 
(2010) suggest there is evidence for an AMOC overshoot in some North Atlantic data, based on 
14C peak at a site that is currently poorly ventilated and mostly influenced by Antarctic bottom 
water. The peak suggests there was an intrusion of younger, better-ventilated, northern-sourced 
water due to an invigorated AMOC. This supports the plausibility of the responses found by 
Knorr and Lohmann (2007) and Liu et al. (2009), but it is unclear which mechanism is correct.  

Shakun et al. (2012) extend the simulations of Liu et al. (2009) up to 6.5 kyr BP, with some 
additional sensitivity studies in which the forcing was solely CO2 or orbits, that were run from 
17–7 kyr BP. They find that, when all the forcing parameters (insolation, GHGs, ice sheets and 
melt water) are included, the model produces a good approximation of the global temperature 
record from a stack of 80 globally distributed sites. The stack shows slightly smaller amplitude 
variations in temperature compared to the model simulation. The sensitivity simulation with 
only CO2 forcing does a better job capturing the temperature trend through the period than the 
simulation with orbital forcing only. Combined with their analysis of the stacked temperature 
and CO2 records, which they suggest shows CO2 leading temperature changes throughout the 
record apart from at the onset of deglaciation, this suggests CO2 is playing a major role in 
driving the temperature over these timescales. However, neither of these sensitivity simulations 
capture the ocean circulation changes, showing the importance of melt water in the system.  

He et al. (2013) build further upon Liu et al. (2009) and Shakun et al. (2012) by completely 
breaking down the relative contributions of orbital, GHG, ice sheet and ocean circulation 
changes across the last deglaciation (22–14.3 kyr BP) using CCSM3. Their simulation with all 
forcings does a good job of capturing the trends from the LGM through to the onset of the B-A 
and they find the Southern Hemisphere warming lead starts at 19–18 kyr BP, 1 kyr earlier than 
over Greenland. They find the last deglaciation was initiated by Northern Hemisphere 
insolation, with the early part of the record (22–19 kyr BP) matching the orbital only simulation 
best. This melt then caused a reduction of the AMOC resulting in greater Southern Hemisphere 
warming from 19–17 kyr BP, with the ocean circulation forcing simulation fitting the spatial 
and temporal trends of the data best. They propose this resulted in CO2 degassing in the 
Southern Hemisphere, producing the global warming with a Southern Hemisphere lead seen 
throughout the rest of the temperature record (17–15 kyr BP), which fits best with the GHG 
forcing simulation. Shakun et al. (2015) built further on this work by using the transient 
simulations to compare local climate of glaciated regions, including the Alps, with moraine 
data. They found relatively early retreat of the Alpine glaciers, prior even to the CO2 rise, and 
high sensitivity of the Alps to climate forcing compared to other glaciers. 
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After the end of the deglaciation, the Holocene was a relatively stable period, but there were still 
some significant differences relative to pre-industrial and some major events occurred, such as 
the desertification of the Sahara during the MH. Claussen et al. (1999) use the EMIC 
CLIMBER-2 to simulate from 9 kyr BP to the present, with changes in orbital forcing (which 
are relatively modest over the period) to assess non-linearities that could cause the vegetation of 
the Sahara to die back. They find that orbital cooling due to changes in perihelion and obliquity 
around the MH result in cooling in the high Northern Hemisphere, with subsequent feedback 
with sea ice and a southward migration of the northern treeline. This cooling affects the rest of 
the hemisphere, reducing the intensity of the African monsoon and causing a drying and loss of 
vegetation.  

Crucifix et al. (2002) use the EMIC MoBidiC, a simple, zonally averaged quasi-geostrophic 
model with a vegetation model VECODE, to transiently model the last 9 kyr. Snapshot 
simulations give a reasonable but not perfect fit to observations, with oceans and heat transports 
like those calculated by GCMs. Over the past 9 kyr annual global mean SAT varies little 
(fluctuating between 14.55–14.65 °C) with a gradual general global cooling trend due to a non-
linear response to obliquity and precession changes, similar to the compiled temperature record 
shown in Figure 3.4b. Associated with this there is a southward shift in the northern treeline, 
causing a 200 yr temperature lag relative to the forcing and a large cooling (up to 6 °C) over the 
high Northern Hemisphere during summer. This cooling is most pronounced after 4 kyr when 
80% of forest change occurs. The system mostly remains close to equilibrium, as the changes in 
vegetation and ocean are relatively slow.  

Lorenz et al. (2006) use an ensemble of six runs from an accelerated coupled GCM, ECHO-G, 
driven solely by insolation changes to simulate the climate of the past 7 kyr. They find 
heterogeneous cooling of 0.62–4.41 °C in the extra tropics and warming of 0.19–1.47 °C in the 
tropics over the whole period, with the zonal average broadly in agreement with alkenone based 
proxy reconstructions. Superimposed upon these general trends they find regional 
heterogeneities, which are the result of changes such as a weakening of the NAO. Although 
previous studies with EMICs capture the general trends, they do not identify these subtle (albeit 
model specific) details.  

Timm and Timmermann (2007) simulate the last 21 kyr using an accelerated EMIC, ECBlit-
CLIO (LOVECLIM), forced with changing ice sheets, GHGs and orbital configurations. The 
main aim of the study is to test the impact of the acceleration on the model output. Although 
some notable issues are identified, for example a damped response in the convective regions in 
the North Atlantic and bias related to uncertainties in the initial state, the model can capture the 
general Holocene trends assuming some degree of seasonal bias in the reconstructions. 
Timmerman et al. (2009) build upon the study of Timm and Timmerman with a more rigorous 
analysis of the model simulations. In contrast to other studies of the deglacial period, they find 
that orbital and CO2 forcing in the Southern Hemisphere started deglacial warming, without a 
Northern Hemisphere trigger. This is due to insolation driven melt of Southern Ocean sea ice 
between 19–18 kyr BP, with an associated albedo feedback. They also suggest this could result 
in a warming-CO2 release feedback that would exacerbate the change.  

Zhang et al. (2016) model the past 11 kyr but focus analysis on the early Holocene from 11.7 –
7 kyr BP, a period over which there was a general warming trend following the end of the 
deglaciation. They compare proxy reconstructions with transient simulations from LOVECLIM 
and find that temperature changes are very heterogeneous in space and time. There is some 
evidence that the model summer temperatures agree better with the proxies, suggesting a 
seasonal bias in the proxies. Over Europe they find the SAT was 2–5 °C cooler than pre-
industrial at 11.5 kyr, warming to a temperature maximum at 7.4 kyr BP. The cool climate of 
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Europe at the start of the simulation was related to the remnants of the ice sheets that had not 
fully melted, which had orographic and albedo effects as well as a feedback with the sea ice in 
the North Atlantic. Vegetation feedbacks also played a small role in affecting the continental 
temperature, for example over Siberia.  

Bakker et al. (2017) attempt to reconcile systematic model underestimation of centennial to 
multi-millennial scale variability through the Holocene. Using a combination of models (the 
EMIC LOVECLIM providing the forcing for the ice sheet model PISM, which forces an ocean 
EMIC UVic), they show that fluctuations in the AIS could be responsible for amplifying low 
frequency processes of change through the period. Changes in the AIS affect the freshwater 
balance of the Southern Ocean and affect the formation of Antarctic bottom water, which has far 
reaching effects globally. These results suggest that reduced variability in transient model 
simulations could be due to the lack of interactive ice sheets in most simulations. 

The Holocene represents a good test of climate models to subtle variabilities in the Earth 
system. Small changes in orbital insolation and GHGs require interactions from multiple 
components of the system (e.g. vegetation, ocean circulation and ice sheet dynamics) but 
models (under appropriate setups) can capture the broad changes in the system (e.g. hemispheric 
trends). However, more critical analysis shows that there are still problems with the simulations 
of the period, failing to capture consistent regional patterns (Lorenz et al. 2006), showing muted 
trends (Liu et al. 2014) and reduced variability (Bakker et al. 2017). Liu et al. (2014) critically 
analyse the results from three different modelling studies (Timm and Timmermann 2007; Liu et 
al. 2009; Smith and Gregory 2012). These studies suggested that although the annual mean 
temperature from the models did not reach a maximum at the MH, as shown in Figure 3.5, 
seasonally the spring temperatures did and therefore the proxy reconstructions were biased to 
spring temperatures. Liu et al. question that seasonal bias based upon updated analysis of 
reconstructions by Shakun et al. (2012) and Marcott et al. (2013), suggesting instead that the 
discrepancy could be due to a lack of sensitivity in climate models. Understanding of the Earth 
system through the Holocene is still not complete. 
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Fig. 3.5: Global temperature relative to pre-industrial from 22-0 kyr BP from two stacked 

reconstructions (blue lines; Marcott et al. 2013 and Shakun et al. 2012) compared 
with the annual mean temperature from several model simulations. 
The reconstructions suggest a peak around 8-6 kyr BP when the models are still showing 
warming. Modelled spring temperatures show a similar trend to the reconstructions, 
questioning if there is seasonal bias in the proxies or insensitivity or missing processes in 
the models. Figure from Liu et al. 2014. 

 

3.3 Transient simulations of the last ~ 200 kyr 
The past 200 kyr covers changes in the Earth’s climate over the past two glacial cycles. 
Explaining the approx. 100 kyr periodicity in ice growth punctuated by rapid deglaciations had 
been the focus of many studies for decades, particularly trying to identify non-linear interactions  

that take place to amplify the 100 kyr eccentricity cycle. The longer time period mostly 
precludes the use of GCMs for transient simulations (although there are a few exceptions), 
meaning many studies of this time period use EMICs. There are also some studies that use 
snapshots of climate from GCMs through the glacial cycle focussing on periods outside of the 
traditional PMIP time periods (e.g. Pollard and Barron 2003; Singarayer and Valdes 2010). 
Records of this period come from polar ice cores, with GrIS cores such as NGRIP and NEEM 
extending through the last glacial cycle (NGRIP Community members 2004, NEEM 
Community members 2013) and from Antarctica such as Vostok and EPICA Dome C, which 
extend back 420 kyr and 800 kyr respectively (Petit et al. 1999; Augustin et al. 2004).  

Berger et al. (1990) use a 2D model (latitude-height with only longitudinal sectors) to model the 
past 125 kyr under only an orbital forcing. The highly-parameterised model includes the 
atmosphere, upper-ocean, sea ice, ice sheets and lithospheric deformation, with the climate-
ocean running asynchronously with ice-sheet model (i.e. the ice sheet model is run for 2 kyr 
then is used to update the atmospheric boundary conditions). The model can generally recreate 
non-linear amplification of the 100-kyr cycle taken from an equatorial Pacific core. The 
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magnitude of ice volume change during warm and cold periods of the glacial cycle is somewhat 
underestimated, likely due to the lack of other processes such as CO2 change. The rapid 
deglaciation of the ice sheets is caused by reduced precipitation as they grow, leading to an 
albedo decrease through the ageing of snow. This makes the ice sheet more sensitive to 
insolation change and there are subsequent feedbacks that accelerate the deglaciation.  

Gallee et al. (1992) use a 2D model for the past 122 kyr forced with both orbital and CO2 
changes. Once again, this model is highly parameterised (with no way to account for clouds, 
deep water circulation, moisture transport etc.) and it was slightly less sensitive to CO2 
perturbations than the GCMs of the period. The fit to the geologic record is improved with CO2 
inclusion, but orbital forcing has an order of magnitude more influence on the climatic 
variations. With just the orbit the temperature variations are too small, although the three 
Northern Hemisphere ice sheets evolve roughly in phase with geologic records. Both ice sheet 
growth and decline is shown to be non-linear. Increased ablation due to snow ageing is again 
found to be important for deglaciation, along with some reduction of accumulation through the 
‘desert altitude effect’. A complete deglaciation is only simulated when the bedrock is 
sufficiently depressed under a large ice sheet that the base of the ice sheet is situated at low 
altitudes (i.e. this only occurs at LGM and not at earlier insolation fluctuations).  

Berger and Loutre (1997) expand upon the work in the two previous studies by simulating the 
past 200 kyr using the same 2D asynchronous climate-ice sheet model forced with orbital and 
CO2 variations. As shown in Figure 3.6a, low frequency variability (> 5 kyr) is captured but 
there are some notable issues, such as simulation of too much melt of the Greenland ice sheet at 
the LIG and subsequent slow regrowth. Variations in orbital forcing can be large over this time 
period (up to 20% in 10 kyr in June 65 °N insolation) and are about twice as big at the LIG 
compared to present. Glaciation initiation and termination require both fast and slow feedbacks 
(e.g. water vapour and land ice-sheet build up) to explain the non-linear 100 kyr cycle. It is also 
noted that at certain CO2 values orbit alone can force most of the signal. Whether the internal 
processes that amplify the 100 kyr signal are driven by external forcings or just phase-locked 
with the external system is unclear. They suggest the system may have multiple equilibrium 
states, which could potentially be the cause of the mid-Pleistocene transition.  

Loutre and Berger (2000a) use the same model as the previous studies (which by this time was 
named LLN 2-D NH) to carry out a transient simulation of the past 200 kyr under various 
constant orbital configurations and varying CO2 from the Vostok core. They find that although  

hemispheric temperature responds directly to CO2, without orbital changes CO2 alone cannot 
reproduce the ice sheet dynamics of the last 200 kyr. However, there is a CO2 threshold for the 
build-up of ice at around 230 ppm. Additionally, the simulations were initialised with three 
different ice sheet states for over Greenland and five different constant insolation schemes. 
These results suggested that the initial size of the ice sheet has little effect on its behaviour, with 
the final configuration of the ice sheet defined by the orbital setup.  
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Fig. 3.6: Examples of model performance at simulating global changes.  
a) ice volume (Berger and Loutre 1997); b) sea level change (Ganopolski et al. 2010); and 
c) polar temperatures (Smith and Gregory 2012) compared to various observational 
datasets. The upper panel of c) is for temperature change over Antarctica, and the bottom 
panel in c) is for temperature change over Greenland. The LGM is marked with a vertical 
dotted line. The different coloured lines in (c) show model experiments with different 
forcings applied (the EPICA and NGRIP observed data are in black), illustrating that orbital 
changes are less important for temperatures than they are for ice volume. *Note the 
reversed x axis in (a) 

 
 
Calov et al. (2009) use the EMIC CLIMBER-2 coupled with the SICOPOLIS ice sheet model to 
test the sensitivity of idealised glaciation events to model parameters. The insolation forcing 
(June at 65 °N) was slowly varied for values between 126–115 kyr BP with fixed atmospheric 
CO2. The orbital inception threshold is found to be much higher (i.e. ice sheets are more likely 
to form) if ice dynamics through coupling to an ice sheet model are included, compared to 
running the climate model component only. The insolation threshold for ice growth with ice 
dynamics was 477 W m-2 compared to 442 W m-2 without ice dynamics. This is because ice 
dynamics allow a fast initial expansion of ice with a snow-albedo feedback, making the model 
more sensitive to relatively small orbital forcing. It can take over 10 kyr for ice sheets to 
respond to the orbital forcing, meaning that in transient simulations orbital forcing must be well 
below the threshold to initiate a glaciation, which contributes to why there was no glaciation in 
the Holocene (and would not have been even if GHGs had been lower). They find that the rate 
and magnitude of orbital forcing can affect the growth of the ice and its final size, the ice sheet 
exhibits hysteresis behaviour and that appropriate CO2 values were also required to recreate the 
correct size of glaciation.  
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Ganopolski et al. (2010) use CLIMBER-2-SICOPOLIS climate-ice sheet model. They use an 
energy balance model to calculate the ice sheet surface mass balance, which should be more 
applicable over space and time than simpler positive degree day schemes. The model only 
includes changing Northern Hemisphere ice sheets and adjusts the land sea mask and elevation 
relative to sea level. There is a fresh water flux to the ocean from ice sheet calving/melt and a 
dust deposition rate based upon Mahowald et al. (1999) that affects radiative forcing and snow. 
CH4 and nitrous oxide (N2O) are incorporated as CO2 equivalent and there are some temperature 
corrections applied, for example over North America. Some systematic errors could not be 
eliminated by tuning model parameters, such as an oversensitivity of the Eurasian ice sheet to 
precession variability and a slightly reduced rate of deglaciation compared to reconstructions, 
but spatial extent and elevation of ice sheets at the LGM is reasonable as shown in Figure 3.6b. 
Like Calov et al., they find that during glaciation the ice sheets expand laterally quickly and 
then thicken. Iceberg calving is noisy due to instability in ice sheets and the AMOC but with no 
explicit forcing – appearing qualitatively like D-O events. The simulations suggest that the 
presence of ice sheets can explain approx. 50% of the global cooling, with the rest the result of 
GHGs, dust, vegetation etc. and they find evidence for a bipolar seesaw effect. Ice sheet 
evolution is highly sensitive to parameters in the surface energy/mass balance interface and the 
dust module (e.g. dust, basal sliding of ice, elevation desert effect), however these are poorly 
constrained. 

Singarayer and Valdes (2010) offer the first representation of the last glacial cycle using a 
GCM, HadCM3. Although not fully transient, they use two sets of 62 simulations spaced from 
1–4 kyr apart covering the last 120 kyr to test the roles of fixed or varying ice sheets, orbital 
forcing and GHGs at driving the climate with no interactive vegetation, dust or freshwater 
forcing. The magnitude of polar amplification is underestimated compared with data. The 
difference between the glacial and interglacial temperature is 4.25 °C (or approximately half 
that when ice sheets are not varied). The ice sheets in the model tend to over-estimate ice extent, 
as only the thickness is varied linearly with the δ18O curve. The LIG and Holocene are both 
warmer than the pre-industrial and there are changes in AMOC at various times through the 
simulations. Generally, the AMOC is stronger during colder periods due to stronger cooling in 
the regions of deep convection, but further south due to increased sea-ice, which offsets some of 
the cooling in western Europe. The only millennial scale event to be modelled is an idealised 
Heinrich event, represented by a 1 sverdrup (Sv) input of freshwater to the North Atlantic. This 
freshwater input collapses the AMOC temporarily (the model does not get stuck in a cold mode) 
causing cooling of 6.5–9 °C over Greenland (not quite as much as reconstructions suggest) and 
causes a bipolar seesaw effect.  

Smith and Gregory (2012) use the coupled GCM FAMOUS (a modified and reduced resolution 
version of HadCM3), accelerated by a factor of 10 to transiently simulate the past 120 kyr. The 
effect of orbital insolation, GHGs and ice sheets are modelled separately and in combination 
(under two ice sheet scenarios) and they find they combine approximately linearly. Changes in 
solar activity, the AIS, vegetation, sea level changes or melt water forcing are not included, the 
latter meaning there is no millennial scale variation after the LGM. As shown in Figure 3.6c, 
generally the model does a good approximation of low frequency (> 10 kyr) variability in the 
Antarctic records (in terms of rates and magnitude of cooling) and by the end of the simulation 
the model is within 0.5 K of pre-industrial simulations. Global mean SAT at the LGM is 4.3 °C 
less than pre-industrial and SST cooling is greatest in North Atlantic. They find anti-correlation 
between AMOC and Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) strength, but this does not cause a 
temperature bipolar seesaw. The AMOC strength ranges between 15–20 Sv (up to 4 Sv of 
variation can be due to ice sheet configuration), reaching a maximum at the LGM, and these 
changes have a knock-on effect on the ACC. Unlike Singarayer and Valdes (2010), these 
transient simulations suggest the AMOC and ACC can vary with orbital changes and so the 
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ocean could be important for transferring many signals, not just those associated with Heinrich 
events. There are some notable issues in the experiments, including poor representation of sea 
ice in FAMOUS; the static AIS that affects the regional climate shortly after the LIG; the rapid 
spatial expansion of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets (the same issue as Singarayer and 
Valdes 2010); ocean circulation equilibration time being similar to the accelerated forcing time; 
general underestimation of Greenland temperatures and a lack of millennial scale variability due 
to missing processes and the acceleration method. However, in terms of the qualitative response 
to the forcing, they argue that these should not necessarily have significantly adverse effects on 
the results. 

One final set of snapshot simulations are those of Pollard and Barron (2003), who simulate the 
climate of Europe during LGM and oxygen isotope stage 3 (OIS3; the middle of last glacial) 
using the GENESIS GCM (approximately 300 km grid resolution) and the RCM RegCM2 
(approximately 60 km grid resolution). The models are set up with the orbital configuration of 
30 kyr BP, CO2 at 200 pm, prescribed ice sheets from ICE-4G and two SST reconstructions 
(CLIMAP and GLAMAP-2000). The modelled climate of OIS3 is found to be colder than pre-
industrial, warmer than the LGM, but with a warm bias relative to OIS3 reconstructions. There 
are also significant changes in precipitation at OIS3. The LGM and OIS3 have similar orbital 
forcings and prescribed SST patterns suggesting these are not the cause of the differences 
between these periods. The size of the ice sheets affects the climate over Europe and could 
account for some of the differences with proxies by affecting the winter pressure gradients 
across Europe. During OIS3 pressure gradients and winds are more zonal compared to the 
LGM, meaning the continental interior is affected more by advection than radiative cooling. 
This explains why OIS3 is warmer than the LGM in the model, however, given that the ice 
sheets were smaller at OIS3 there must also be other missing cooling mechanisms. Large sea ice 
or SST changes are suggested as possible reasons for the model-data mismatch. 

3.4 Transient simulations of the last ~ 2 Myr 
Both physically-based EMICs and simple conceptual models are used to simulate transient 
climate changes over timescales of several hundreds of thousands of years or more. Climate 
forcings taken into account in general include orbital variations and/or natural changes in the 
atmospheric concentration of CO2.  

DeBlonde and Peltier (1991) used a one dimensional zonally averaged high resolution ice sheet 
model to project ice volume over the past 1 Ma in response to changes in insolation forcing. A 
range of physical processes were included in this model, such as ice and Earth physics, and 
isostatic adjustment of the Earth in response to ice volume. A high resolution δ18O proxy data 
set was used to improve the model’s simulation of the Pleistocene (Shackleton and Hall 1989), 
and an additional data set was then compared to the modelled evolution of ice volume over time 
(Ruddiman et al. 1989). The model was found to be fairly successful in reproducing past 
changes in ice volume, following the inclusion of an additional feedback process. The study 
does not address what this feedback process may represent, but it is suggested that it may be 
linked to the sudden increase in marine ice sheet instability, perhaps due to changes in ocean 
circulation (Denton and Hughes 1983). 

Ganopolski and Calov (2011) used the CLIMBER-2 EMIC to simulate the glacial-interglacial 
cycles over the last 800 kyr, forced by orbital variations and a range of constant CO2 
concentrations. They find that the 100 kyr periodicity demonstrated by observed changes in ice 
volume and the timing of ice sheet retreat can be reproduced as highly non-linear responses to 
changes in just the orbital parameters, assuming that atmospheric CO2 concentration is lower 
than its usual interglacial value. In particular, variations in eccentricity are found to be the 
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primary forcing mechanism for the 100 kyr cycles, and changes in atmospheric CO2 act to 
amplify the cyclic variations in ice volume. Additionally, sensitivity simulations with varying 
sediment cover of the continents suggest that large areas of sediment-free continental rock is 
required in North America in order to allow the ice sheet to persist through several precessional 
cycles, and thus produce the long 100 kyr glacial cycles. 

Abe-Ouchi et al. (2013) developed and incorporated a climate parameterization into the IcIES 
three dimensional ice sheet model for the Northern Hemisphere, which was calibrated based on 
a selection of simulations run using the MIROC GCM with different orbital configurations, CO2 
concentrations, insolation values, and ice sheet extents. This model was then used to simulate 
the evolution of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets over the last 400 kyr, forced by variations 
in insolation and atmospheric CO2 concentration (Kawamura et al. 2007). When compared to 
proxy data, the model was found to reproduce the glacial cycles well, including their shape, 
timing, and intensity, with the greatest variation occurring on a timescale of 100 kyr, in 
agreement with the data. Sensitivity simulations suggested that this 100 kyr periodicity was 
robust for a range of values for different model parameters, including those related to isostatic 
rebound and iceberg calving, as well as a range of constant CO2 concentrations. It was 
concluded that, whilst changes in atmospheric CO2 can affect the intensity of the cycles, and 
changes in the ice sheets can influence the CO2 concentration, the glacial-interglacial cycles are 
not driven by variations in CO2. For constant CO2 concentrations of less than 190 ppm and 
greater than 230 ppm, the Eurasian ice sheet demonstrated orbital forcing with a dominant 
timescale of 23 and 40 kyr, in contrast to the 100 kyr periodicity evident for a CO2 value of 
220 ppm. Both the Eurasian and North American ice sheets showed hysteresis in their responses 
to summer insolation, meaning that the insolation forcing required to initiate a change from one 
equilibrium state to another (e.g. positive to negative mass balance) varies depending on the 
transition type, which in turn affects the timing of the glacial cycles. It was found that the larger 
the ice sheets grew, the smaller the insolation forcing that was required to cause a negative mass 
balance and thus ice sheet retreat. In addition, the model suggested that the Eurasian ice sheet is 
only stable at either very large or very small extents, with no intermediate ice volumes, due to 
large variations in summer insolation forcing. 

The CLIMBER-2 model was utilized by Ganopolski et al. (2016) to perform simulations with 
varying orbital configurations and constant CO2 concentrations of 240 and 280 ppm. Initially, a 
sensitivity analysis was performed by simulating climate changes for a number of past periods 
and the Holocene-Future (10–30 kyr after present (AP)) with one model parameter being varied 
slightly. From the twenty simulations, the four model configurations that simulated climate 
states in agreement with observations were selected. All four of these configurations projected 
that the current interglacial ended several thousand years ago for a CO2 concentration of 
240 ppm, with large ice sheets at the present day. The coldest and warmest of the four model 
configurations were used to calculate the threshold CO2 concentration which results in glacial 
inception, derived as a function of summer insolation at 65oN. These models were then forced 
by orbital variations and CO2 concentrations (Petit et al. 1999, Augustin et al. 2004) for the last 
800 kyr. The critical insolation-CO2 concentration relationship was found to be valid for the 
simulated period, with past glaciations occurring when the atmospheric CO2 concentration fell 
below the critical threshold value.  

A large number of conceptual models have also been developed and used to simulate the 
glacial-interglacial cycles that have occurred over the last few million years. Only a selection 
will be discussed here; for a detailed review of changes in climate on orbital timescales and 
modelling approaches, see Paillard (2015), Ruddiman (2006), or Saltzman (2001). The 
conceptual models are forced by orbital variations, either via changes in one or more of the 
main orbital parameters or by changes in insolation (typically at 65oN in June). Some also 
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include atmospheric CO2 concentration as a forcing, or another climate feedback that is 
proposed to influence the glacial-interglacial cycles in some way, such as deep ocean 
temperature. The models may also have an insolation forcing threshold which, once crossed, 
results in the initiation of a glacial or interglacial episode, although this is not true of all the 
models. 

Studies based on conceptual models that use only variations in the orbital parameters as a 
climate forcing include Imbrie and Imbrie (1980), Saltzman and Maasch (1991), Paillard and 
Parrenin (2004), Huybers (2009), and De Saedeleer et al. (2013). Imbrie and Imbrie (1980), for 
example, developed a simple non-linear time-dependent model, which was tuned on data for the 
period 150–0 kyr BP. It accounted for climatic variations on orbital timescales of 19 kyr or 
lower for one cycle, and thus ignored natural CO2 forcing. The model performed reasonably 
well when used to simulate the last 150 kyr, but was less successful is simulating the period 
500–150 kyr BP, particularly before 350 kyr BP. The primary shortcomings of the model were 
that it produced too little variability on 100 kyr timescales, whilst simulating too much 
variability on precessional (19 and 23 kyr) and obliquity (41 kyr) timescales. The projection of 
ice volume also deviated from the proxy record at approximately 413 kyr BP, when the last 
eccentricity minimum occurred.  

A conceptual model was developed by Saltzman and Maasch (1991), based on the three 
function model of Saltzman and Maasch (1990) which calculated ice volume, CO2 
concentration, and deep ocean temperature, but with one less tuneable parameter in the CO2 
equation. The model was forced by changes in insolation, and was able to explain many of the 
main climatic features of the last 5 Ma, including the mid-Pleistocene transition to 100 kyr 
cycles. 

Paillard and Parrenin (2004) also developed a model based on three functions, calculating 
Northern Hemisphere ice volume, Antarctic ice area, and atmospheric CO2 concentration, 
respectively. Insolation variations were used as the forcing, and were included in the ice volume 
and CO2 equations. An additional physical mechanism was proposed, in the form of a non-linear 
parameterization for Southern Ocean ventilation included in the CO2 equation, which aimed to 
link glacial-interglacial changes in climate and CO2. This mechanism is related to the size of the 
AIS during periods of maximum glaciation acting to disrupt the process of brine rejection 
during the formation of sea ice, thus reducing ocean stratification in the Southern Ocean and 
allowing deep carbon-rich bottom waters, which were previously isolated, to release CO2 to the 
atmosphere. The model was applied to the last 500 kyr, and was found to be relatively 
successful in reproducing the last four glacial cycles when compared to proxy data for sea level 
(Shackleton et al. 1990, Bassinot et al. 1994, Tiedemann et al. 1994, Petit et al. 1999). In 
agreement with the data, changes in atmospheric CO2 led changes in ice volume by several 
thousand years at glacial terminations, which occurred after the AIS reached its maximum 
extent, and the 100 kyr cycles were reproduced. The introduction of a small drift in the 
parameter for bottom water formation efficiency also meant that the model was able to capture 
most of the glacial-interglacial transitions over the last few million years. It was suggested that 
this mechanism, related to glacial deep stratification, may be vital in explaining the climate 
transitions of the past (Paillard and Parrenin 2004, Sigman et al. 2004). 

Huybers (2009) used a modified version of the Imbrie and Imbrie (1980) model, in which the 
rate of deglaciation was influenced by the prior ice volume. A simulation of the last 2 Ma 
showed that this model produced transitions between different ice sheet states with periodicities 
of 80 kyr and 120 kyr, resulting in an average 100 kyr timescale. The model was also able to 
reproduce the mid-Pleistocene transition from short 40 kyr glacial cycles to longer 100 kyr 
cycles. 
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A range of simple models also include atmospheric CO2 concentration as a climate forcing, 
including Pisias and Shackleton (1984) and Crucifix (2013). Pisias and Shackleton (1984) 
utilised a simple ice model (Imbrie and Imbrie 1980), which they modified to allow atmospheric 
CO2 variations to affect the evolution of the ice sheet. The inclusion of CO2 forcing improved 
the ability of the model to simulate observed changes in ice volume over the last 340 kyr 
compared to when only orbital forcing was used. It was also concluded that other components 
of the climate system may play a role in variations in ice volume. 

Conceptual models which include a critical insolation threshold include those of Paillard (1998), 
Parrenin and Paillard (2003), Huybers and Wunsch (2005), Tziperman et al. (2006), Imbrie et 
al. (2011), Parrenin and Paillard (2012), and Tzedakis et al. (2017). Two simple models were 
presented by Paillard (1998), which used insolation forcing to predict changes in ice volume. 
Three different climate states were represented (glacial, mild glacial and full glacial), and the 
transitions between these states occurred when different thresholds were passed. The model 
results for the last 2 Ma compared reasonably well with proxy data (Tiedemann et al. 1994), 
with most of the climate state transitions being simulated correctly, along with the onset of 
100 kyr cycles (Figure 3.7). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.7: Results from the Paillard (1998) conceptual model (middle curve), with a time-

varying threshold (oblique line). 
The transitions are triggered by threshold crossings of the insolation (upper curve). The 
oxygen isotope record from ODP site 659 is used for comparison (lower curve, Tiedemann 
et al 1994). An evolutive spectral analysis of the two series is performed (lowest panel) 
using the maximum entropy method and a sliding time window of 500 kyr. In both spectra, 
the 100-kyr periodicity appears around 1 Myr BP. Many aspects of the two series are quite 
similar, both in the time and frequency domains. 
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Huybers and Wunsch (2005) modelled glacial variability over the period 700–0 kyr BP using 
deterministic and stochastic variants of a simple model forced by obliquity. The model included 
an ice volume threshold that, once exceeded, initiated deglaciation. They found that both models 
were capable of describing climate variability over the time period examined. They also 
suggested that in general, Pleistocene climate tends towards a glacial state, with glacial 
terminations occurring near to obliquity maxima, although this was not true for all transitions. 

Imbrie et al. (2011) used a two dimensional ‘phase-space’ model, containing a threshold for 
deglaciation which was a function of ice volume and its rate of change. Obliquity and 
precession were used as climate forcings, with the strength of the orbital forcing being 
dependent on the ice volume. Many of the features evident in paleo ice volume data for the last 
1.5 Ma (Lisiecki and Raymo 2007) were reproduced by the model, particularly the timings and 
amplitudes of deglaciations from 1 Myr–0 kyr BP. The switch from 40 kyr glacial cycles to 
100 kyr cycles at around 1 Ma was also captured, and a mechanism for explaining the 
anticorrelation between eccentricity and the 100 kyr cycles that is observed at times in the proxy 
data (Lisiecki 2010) was presented, relating to the impact of eccentricity extremes on the 
deglaciation threshold. 

Tzedakis et al. (2017) presented a simple model forced by peak summer caloric insolation and 
the time since the start of the last interglacial period. Summer caloric insolation is the amount of 
energy integrated over the half of the year during which mean insolation on any day is higher 
than mean insolation of any day in the winter half (known as caloric summer half year). An 
insolation threshold for deglaciation was also included. The model was able to correctly 
reproduce all complete deglaciations for the last million years, in addition to the increased 
dominance of the 100 kyr glacial cycles in the mid-Pleistocene. The results also suggested that 
the observed series of past glacial terminations is one of a small number of possible evolutions, 
meaning that small climate differences may have resulted in a number of changes to past 
deglaciation events which were accompanied by weaker summer insolation. 

The conceptual threshold models of Raymo (1997) and Archer and Ganopolski (2005) included 
both orbital and atmospheric CO2 as climate forcings. Archer and Ganopolski (2005), for 
example, calculated the critical insolation threshold leading to glacial inception based on 
simulations run using CLIMBER-2 with a range of orbital and CO2 forcings. This model was 
based on that of Paillard (1998), but modified to allow atmospheric CO2 to impact the insolation 
threshold. They then simulated the evolution of ice volume over the last 500 kyr under observed 
changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration (Petit et al. 1999). Temperature estimates derived 
from proxy ice volume data and modelled ice volume compared reasonably well, although there 
were some discrepancies between the projected timings of a number of climate transitions. 
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4 Simulations of the next 1 million years 
 
Unlike for the past climates discussed so far in this report, no observational data exists for the 
future; as such, we are reliant entirely on models for our predictions. This necessitates a careful 
consideration of the uncertainties inherent in the predictions, which encompass the evolution of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide on both short (10–1,000 years) and long (1,000–1,000,000 years) 
timescales in response to carbon cycle processes, and the climatic response to carbon dioxide 
and variations in Earth’s orbital parameters. 

In this section, following a summary of the main controls on future climate (Section 4.1), 
modelling studies that attempt to project future climatic changes are reviewed, with a particular 
focus on their uncertainties. This section is structured based on the length of time considered: 
the evolution of climate on the order of centuries (up to 2300 CE; Section 4.2), tens of 
thousands of years (up to 50 kyr; Section 4.3), a hundred thousand years (100 kyr; Section 4.4), 
and a million years (1 Ma; Section 4.5) AP. These timescales are chosen in part due to their 
relevance to the disposal of nuclear wastes, and also because they generally require the use of 
different modelling techniques and/or focus on different features of the Earth system and 
climate (see Section 2.3). In general, simulations up to 2300 CE have used full complexity 
ESMs and GCMs in the context of the IPCC, those up to 50kyr have focussed on CO2-induced 
climate warming and ignored orbital forcings; simulations up to 100 kyr have focussed on the 
onset of the next glaciation using EMICs, and those up to 1 million years have used conceptual 
models to predict future glacial-interglacial cycles.  

4.1 Controls on future climate 
As discussed in Section 2.1, the dominant controls on long-term (up to ~ 1 Ma) climate are 
changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration and variations in the orbital characteristics of the 
Earth. For both the past and future, the development of the three orbital parameters (precession, 
obliquity and eccentricity), which affect the spatial and temporal distribution of insolation 
received at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere, can be calculated with relatively little uncertainty 
for up to tens of millions of years (Laskar et al. 2004). For the next ~ 100 kyr, the eccentricity of 
the Earth’s orbit will be relatively low, which will reduce the impact of precessional changes 
and will result in obliquity having a greater influence on climate (Ganopolski et al. 2016, Lord 
et al., In review). Minima in June insolation at 65oN in the next 100 kyr occur at approximately 
17, 54, 77 and 97 kyr AP, making glacial inception more likely around these times. However, as 
will be discussed later, increased radiative forcing due to higher atmospheric CO2 
concentrations may result in a delay in glacial inception for one glacial cycle or more. 

There is a significant amount of uncertainty relating to the future evolution of atmospheric CO2 
concentration. Firstly, it is not possible to know how anthropogenic CO2 emissions will develop 
over the next few hundred years or longer in response to human activities. However, it is likely 
that, at least for the remaining part of the 21st century, CO2 emissions will continue to be 
released to the atmosphere, and thus atmospheric CO2 concentration will continue to increase 
(IPCC 2013). CO2 emissions scenarios are often developed for use in modelling studies, based 
on different assumptions about future socioeconomic developments that aim to cover the range 
of possible futures. For example, AR5 (IPCC 2013) uses four Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCPs), which describe changes in radiative forcing over time, and have different 
year 2100 radiative forcing targets, of 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 W/m2. These end-of-century targets 
roughly represent low (RCP2.6), medium (RCP4.5 and RCP6.0) and high (RCP8.5) levels of 
climate forcing, and extensions to the scenarios also exist which project emissions to 2300 CE.  
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Fig. 4.1: Atmospheric pCO2 predicted by the cGENIE model for the next million years, for 

CO2 scenarios with pulse emissions of 1000–20,000 Pg C.  
Pre-industrial CO2 concentrations are shown in black. Figure 2 (p.8) of Lord et al. (2016). 

 
 
Secondly, there is uncertainty about the atmospheric lifetime of emitted fossil fuel CO2, in 
particular related to how long it will remain in the atmosphere before it is removed by the 
natural carbon cycle, thus returning CO2 concentrations back towards pre-industrial values. 
There is increasing evidence that a significant proportion will remain in the atmosphere for very 
long timescales, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, due to its removal over tens to hundreds of 
thousands of years by a range of carbon cycle processes (Archer et al. 1997, Archer 2005, 
Lenton and Britton 2006, Ridgwell and Hargreaves 2007, Lord et al. 2016). Transient 
simulations performed using EMICs containing representations of the long-term carbon cycle 
suggest that, even 10 kyr after CO2 emissions have ceased, between 15 and 30% of emissions 
remain in the atmosphere following total cumulative emissions of approximately 200– 
5000 petagrams of carbon (Pg C; 1 Pg = 1015 g) (Eby et al. 2009), and between 7 and 38% for 
total emissions of 1000–20,000 Pg C (Lord et al. 2016). It is estimated that it may take up to 
1 Ma or more for pre-industrial CO2 values to be restored following an anthropogenic CO2 
perturbation (Lenton and Britton 2006, Colbourn et al. 2015, Lord et al. 2015 Lord et al. 2016), 
with higher total emissions taking a greater amount of time to be removed. The long-term 
evolution of an atmospheric CO2 perturbation is found to be dependent on the total emissions 
released, rather than the rate of release (Eby et al. 2009, Lord et al. 2016), hence the amount of 
CO2 released over the coming centuries will affect the lifetime of the perturbation. However, 
based on current emissions trends, CO2 originating from combustion of fossil fuels is expected 
to act as a significant forcing on climate for the next few tens of thousands of years, in addition 
to variations in the orbital parameters. Notwithstanding this, it is also important to consider 
scenarios in which humanity carries out large-scale carbon-cycle geoengineering, in which 
anthropogenic CO2 is effectively reduced to zero, and the system follows a ‘natural’ trajectory 
as it would have in the absence of human industrialisation. 

A third source of uncertainty is associated with natural variations in the carbon cycle. In the 
absence of anthropogenic emissions, atmospheric CO2 concentrations have fluctuated over the 
past few million years, often demonstrating a strong correlation with temperature (Petit et al. 
1999, Luthi et al. 2008). During the late Quaternary, atmospheric CO2 has varied between ~ 180 
and 280 ppm on glacial-interglacial timescales, and it is expected that fluctuations will continue 
into the future, although by an unknown magnitude.  
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The response of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to changes in SAT and precipitation is 
also uncertain, as are the resulting impacts on climate and global sea level. However, changes in 
sea level are not relevant to the sites being considered here, and changes in SAT generally only 
occur locally to these two ice sheets (Lunt et al. 2004, Toniazzo et al. 2004, Ridley et al. 2005, 
Lord et al. in review), which is not relevant to any Swiss sites. 

As a result of these uncertainties, modelling studies must make a range of assumptions or 
empirical estimates about the future, which may include, but are not limited to, anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions (total emissions and timescale of release), the timing and magnitude of natural 
CO2 variations, the evolution of atmospheric CO2 in response to anthropogenic and natural 
variations (in the absence of an interactive coupled carbon cycle), and the response of the ice 
sheets to climate change (in the absence of an interactive coupled ice sheet model). 

4.2 Climate evolution until 2300 CE 
Changes in climate that occur on timescales of decades to several centuries are relevant to 
policy decisions, and hence have been addressed in detail by a wide range of studies. Therefore, 
only a brief description of the key findings will be presented here; for a more detailed summary 
of current knowledge and understanding, please refer to the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of 
the IPCC (2013). 

Based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5; (Taylor et al. 2012) 
climate projections, for which a range of state-of-the-art GCMs were forced using four RCP 
emissions scenarios, IPCC (2013) concluded that the global annual average surface air 
temperature (SAT) for 2081–2100 will be higher than for the 1986–2005 reference period, by 
0.3–1.7 °C (RCP2.6), 1.1–2.6 °C (RCP4.5), 1.4–3.1 °C (RCP6.0) and 2.6–4.8 °C (RCP8.5), as 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. The range in predictions for each RCP scenario is a result of the 
differences in the models used to make each prediction (see Section 2.3.2). At the end of the 
21st century, globally averaged changes over land will be greater than changes over the ocean, 
and the greatest warming is projected to occur in the Arctic region, assuming that there is not a 
strong reduction in AMOC. A reduction in Northern Hemisphere snow cover and retreat of 
permafrost will occur over the course of the century, in response to increased global 
temperatures and changes in precipitation and ablation. 

High latitude regions are projected to experience an increase in temperature and precipitation by 
almost all climate models (IPCC 2013), which generally results in high latitude surface waters 
becoming less dense and hence more stable, potentially affecting the strength of the AMOC. 
Surface air temperatures in Central Europe are very likely to continue to increase over the next 
hundred years, based on the results of the CMIP5 simulations (IPCC 2013). Under the RCP4.5 
scenario, annual mean temperatures in Central Europe are projected to have increased by 
2-3.1 °C (25th–75th percentiles of model simulations) in 2081–2100 compared to the period 
1986–2005, whilst annual mean precipitation increases by 0–6% for the same period. The 
length, frequency, and/or intensity of warm spells or heat waves are also very likely to increase 
in this region.  
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Fig. 4.2: Change in global mean temperature averaged across all CMIP5 models (relative to 
1986–2005) for the four RCP scenarios. 
RCP2.6 (dark blue), RCP4.5 (light blue), RCP6.0 (orange) and RCP8.5 (red) (left). Likely 
ranges for global temperature change by the end of the 21st century are indicated by 
vertical bars. Note that these ranges apply to the difference between two 20-year means, 
2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005, which accounts for the bars being centred at a smaller 
value than the end point of the annual trajectories. For the highest (RCP8.5) and lowest 
(RCP2.6) scenario, illustrative maps of surface temperature change at the end of the 21st 
century (2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005) are shown for two CMIP5 models (right). 
These models are chosen to show a rather broad range of response, but this particular set is 
not representative of any measure of model response uncertainty. Figure 1 of FAQ12.1 
(p.1037) of Collins et al. (2013). 

 
 
An ensemble of high-resolution (12.5 km) climate simulations run on a range of regional 
climate models (RCMs) driven by data from GCMs were produced as part of the World Climate 
Research Program Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (EURO-CORDEX) 
initiative (http://euro-cordex.net/index.php.en). These projections, shown in Figure 4.3, suggest 
an increase in annual mean temperature over Europe of 1–4.5 °C for RCP4.5, and 2.5–5.5 °C for 
RCP8.5 for the period 2071–2100 compared to 1971–2000 (Jacob et al. 2014). For Switzerland, 
warming appears to be in the range of 2–2.5 °C and 3.5–5.5 °C for the two scenarios, 
respectively, with the largest temperature increases experienced over south-eastern Alpine 
regions. Precipitation over Switzerland appears to show little change in some areas, or a slight 
increase in others. 
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Fig. 4.3: Changes in total annual precipitation (%; left) and annual mean temperature 

(K; right) averaged across all EURO-CORDEX models for 2071-2100 relative to 
1971–200 for two RCP scenarios: RCP4.5 (a, b) and RCP8.5 (c, d).  
Hatched areas indicate regions with robust and/or statistically significant change (a, c). 
Changes are robust and significant across the entire European continent (b, d). Figure 1 
(p.567) of Jacob et al. (2014). 

 

4.3 Evolution until 50 kyr AP 
A consequence of the slow removal of excess atmospheric CO2, combined with the slow 
response times of parts of the climate system, is that changes in global climate are projected to 
continue to occur long after anthropogenic CO2 emissions have been reduced or have stopped 
entirely. In fact, the lag in the response of SAT to changes in radiative forcing caused by 
increasing atmospheric CO2 means that, even if radiative forcing were stabilized, global SAT 
would only reach steady state after several centuries to millennia (IPCC 2013). This means that 
a large proportion of the climate change that will occur over the next hundred years or so is 
unavoidable, unless net CO2 emissions are strongly negative for a significant period of time 
(IPCC 2013), such as through the development of carbon-neutral energy production 
accompanied by the removal from the atmosphere and long-term storage of excess CO2 (carbon 
sequestration through geoengineering). Variations in emissions of other gases will further affect 
the global temperature response, with a termination of aerosol emissions likely to contribute to 
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warming. Conversely, a termination of emissions of GHGs with relatively short-lifetimes, such 
as methane (~ 10 years), nitrous oxide (~ 100 years) and hexofluoroethane (~ 10 kyr), will have 
a cooling effect. 

For modelling timescales of tens of thousands of years, models of a lower complexity and/or 
resolution, such as EMICs, are often used in place of GCMs. This is because their relatively fast 
running time generally makes them more suitable for simulations that cover long periods of 
time, as well as for running larger ensembles of simulations. In terms of future climate forcings, 
it is likely that atmospheric CO2 will act as a dominant influence for at least several tens of 
thousands of years, due to its relatively high concentration and slow uptake time by the carbon 
cycle (Shaffer et al. 2009; Ganopolski et al. 2016; Lord et al. in review). Only when 
atmospheric CO2 declines back towards pre-industrial values are orbital variations likely to 
become increasingly influential. 

A range of modelling studies have addressed the subject of climate change on multimillennial 
timescales of up to 50 kyr AP. These studies have generally focussed on the response of climate 
to fossil fuel emissions up to ~ 10 kyr AP, along with a number of studies which investigate the 
longer-term impact of climate change on the GrIS. In these studies, anthropogenic CO2 is 
emitted to the atmosphere, either as an instantaneous pulse (Frolicher et al. 2014), or over 
decades to centuries, where emissions or atmospheric CO2 concentration are initially increased 
before they are either held constant (Huybrechts et al. 2011, Li et al. 2013) or reduced to zero 
over various timescales (e.g. several hundred years) (Lenton 2000; Lenton et al. 2006; 
Mikolajewicz et al. 2007; Solomon et al. 2009; Friedlingstein et al. 2011; National Research 
Council 2011; Clark et al. 2016), or a combination of these approaches (Plattner et al. 2008; 
Vizcaino et al. 2008; Eby et al. 2009; Zickfeld et al. 2013). Many of the studies prescribe CO2 
emissions and use models that include a representation of the carbon cycle in order to predict 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations, while others prescribe atmospheric CO2 concentrations 
directly (Huybrechts et al. 2011 Li et al. 2013), or else use an empirical response function to 
project the evolution of atmospheric CO2 following emissions (Charbit et al. 2008). 

In the simulations, changes in climate occur long after CO2 emissions have declined or been 
reduced to zero. Peak warming generally occurs several decades to millennia after the peak CO2 
concentration is reached (Eby et al. 2009; Friedlingstein et al. 2011, Frolicher et al. 2014), due 
to the slow response time of the oceans. The amount of warming that occurs in response to 
increased atmospheric CO2 ultimately depends on the sensitivity of the climate to a doubling of 
CO2, which is estimated [likely/highly likely] to be in the range 1.5 °C and 4.5 °C (IPCC 2013). 
In the simulations, the maximum warming ranges from 0.32 °C to 10.8 °C, depending on the 
CO2 scenario and model used. Following the initial period of warming, global temperature then 
generally begins to slowly decline, excluding simulations where atmospheric CO2 concentration 
is held at a constant elevated value. Some studies demonstrate a temporary reversal of this 
cooling trend several hundreds to thousands of years into the simulation, which is attributed to 
changes in ocean processes (Vizcaino et al. 2008; Eby et al. 2009). At the end of 10 kyr AP, 
Eby et al. (2009) find that 15–20% of the atmospheric CO2 perturbation remains, whilst up to 
75% of the maximum temperature anomaly persists, suggesting that the lifetime of warming 
may be significantly longer than that of excess atmospheric CO2. 

Increased global temperatures will have further impacts on other parts of the climate and Earth 
system, including changes in precipitation, storm events and sea level (Vizcaino et al. 2008; 
Kjellström et al. 2009; Solomon et al. 2009; National Research Council 2011). A number of 
studies suggest that the AMOC may weaken in response to warming, resulting in cooling over 
the North Atlantic and parts of north-western Europe (Mikolajewicz et al. 2007; Vizcaino et al. 
2008; Kjellström et al. 2009). The reduction in strength of the AMOC is found to be generally 
dependent on the magnitude of warming (Lenton et al. 2006), and whilst some studies suggest 
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that it recovers following this weakening within the time period studied (Plattner et al. 2008; Li 
et al. 2013), others find that higher CO2 reduces this recovery (Vizcaino et al. 2008; Zickfeld et 
al. 2013). Mikolajewicz et al. (2007) find that high CO2 emissions result in a collapse of the 
AMOC, which does not recover for several thousand years. It has also been suggested that 
deglaciation of Greenland may occur when global mean temperature increases of 1.9–4.6 °C 
occur (Meehl et al. 2007), or local warming of higher than 2.5 °C (Huybrechts and de Wolde 
1999), with the rate and magnitude of melt increasing with increased warming. Many studies 
simulate a partial or complete melt of the GrIS within the next 50 kyr for various CO2 scenarios 
(Ridley et al. 2005; Lenton et al. 2006; Huybrechts et al. 2011), with some showing no regrowth 
within the simulation time of up to 20 kyr (Charbit et al. 2008; Vizcaino et al. 2008). Melting of 
the GrIS may cause local increases in temperature, accompanied by cooling in winter over the 
Barents sea due to changes in sea ice cover, atmospheric circulation and poleward heat transport 
(Lunt et al. 2004). Winkelmann et al. (2015) estimate a substantial melting of the Antarctic ice 
sheet (> 50 metres of sea level equivalent) after 10,000 years under the most extreme CO2 
emissions scenarios, using the PISM ice sheet model. 

4.4 Evolution until ~ 100 kyr AP 
On timescales of up to 100 kyr, variations in the orbital parameters act as a significant forcing 
on climate, through their impact on the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of insolation 
received by the Earth. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, it was shown that glacial-interglacial cycles have 
been a dominant feature of the Earth’s climate system for several million years, and such cycles 
are expected to continue into the future. However, it is possible that these natural cycles will be 
disrupted by anthropogenic climate change, although to what extent is currently uncertain.  

As with modelling of multimillennial timescales, EMICs are often used for transient simulations 
on 100 kyr timescales, although a small number of studies use GCMs to simulate snapshots of 
climate at specific times and/or conditions in the future, and some studies make use of 
conceptual models. The models are forced by changes in future insolation and a range of natural 
and anthropogenic CO2 scenarios are considered, often with the aim of predicting when the next 
glacial inception may occur.  

Imbrie and Imbrie (1980) forced a simple conceptual non-linear model, tuned on data from the 
last 150 kyr, with climatic variations on orbital frequencies (lower than 19 kyr for one cycle), 
thus ignoring anthropogenic and natural CO2 forcing. The 100 kyr future simulation suggested 
that, purely under orbital forcing, the current interglacial may have ended ~ 6 kyr BP, when a 
global cooling trend began. This cooling is projected to continue for the next 23 kyr, with the 
next glacial maximum occurring at ~ 60 kyr AP. 

Loutre and Berger (2000b) used the Louvain-la-Neuve two-dimensional Northern Hemisphere 
climate model (LLN 2-D NH), an EMIC, to simulate the possible evolution of climate over the 
next 130 kyr. A range of simulations were performed with a modern day GrIS configuration, 
with constant natural CO2 concentrations ranging from 210 to 290 ppm. In addition, a number 
of scenarios with variable CO2 were performed, including one where CO2 linearly increased to 
750 ppm within 200 years, before decreasing to natural values by 1 kyr AP, and a second 
‘natural’ scenario, using CO2 concentrations derived from Vostok ice core data, but shifted 
towards future by 130 kyr (Jouzel et al. 1993). This natural scenario was also used to force a 
version of the model with no Greenland ice sheet, along with three other constant CO2 scenarios 
of 210, 250 and 290 ppm. For a constant CO2 concentration of 210 ppm, glacial inception is 
imminent, with increases in ice beginning at present day. The next glaciation occurs at around 
50 kyr AP when atmospheric CO2 is 270 ppm or lower, whilst if it is higher than this, no 
inception occurs before 130 kyr AP at the earliest. 
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A subsequent study by Berger and Loutre (2002) also used the LLN 2-D NH model to simulate 
the climate from 200 kyr BP to 130 kyr AP under a number of CO2 forcing scenarios. Two 
natural scenarios were simulated, one with a constant CO2 concentration of 210, and one using 
CO2 concentrations derived from the Vostok ice core (Jouzel et al. 1993), as in Loutre and 
Berger (2000b). The ‘global warming’ scenario of Loutre and Berger (2000b) was also 
modelled, where CO2 increased to 750 ppm within 200 years, before decreasing to natural 
values by 1 kyr AP. Consistent with the results of Loutre and Berger (2000b), ice growth 
occurred almost continuously from present day in the simulation with a CO2 concentration of 
210 ppm, whereas glacial inception is delayed until after 50 kyr AP in the anthropogenic and 
natural variable CO2 scenarios. 

BIOCLIM (2003a) used a GCM, the IPSL_CM4_D model, to carry out snapshot simulations of 
67 and 178 kyr AP in the context of the BIOCLIM project. These time periods were chosen 
because they represent super-interglacial orbital conditions, and a future glaciated state, 
respectively. The 178kyr simulation showed a cooling relative to modern in the Central 
European region of the order of 0.5 and 1 °C in DJF and JJA (June-July-August) respectively. 
This was primarily due to the presence of a Fennoscandian ice sheet, as the CO2 concentration 
was the same as pre-industrial (280 ppmv). The BIOCLIM project also carried out dynamical 
downscaling using an RCM (BIOCLIM 2003b), and found that in the RCM, the winter 
temperature change was significantly greater over Europe than in the GCM, decreasing by as 
much as 4 °C compared with modern. 

Berger et al. (2003) simulated the coming 130 kyr using the LLN 2-D NH model for a range of 
CO2 scenarios, including constant natural CO2 concentrations of 210, 250 and 290 ppm and 
variable natural CO2 derived from the Vostok ice core (Jouzel et al. 1993). Two variable fossil 
fuel scenarios were also modelled, following the same trajectory as the ‘global warming’ 
scenario of Loutre and Berger (2000b), but reaching maximum CO2 concentrations of 550 and 
750 ppm. For constant atmospheric CO2 concentrations of 210 ppm, glacial inception was 
imminent. However, in all other scenarios the current interglacial lasted until at least 50 kyr AP. 

A study by Cochelin et al. (2006), using the ‘green’ McGill Paleoclimate Model (MPM), an 
EMIC which simulates the area between 75oS and 75oN, included a range of natural CO2 
scenarios with constant atmospheric CO2 of between 240 and 300 ppm. Additionally, a number 
of fossil fuel scenarios were modelled, for which an initial increase in CO2 was followed by a 
gradual reduction until constant concentrations of 280, 290 and 300 ppm were achieved. In the 
absence of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, three possible future climate evolutions were 
identified. Glacial inception was predicted to be imminent for atmospheric constant CO2 
concentrations of 270 ppm or less, was predicted to occur at ~ 50 kyr AP for CO2 of 
280-290 ppm, and does not occur within the next 100 kyr for CO2 concentrations over 300 ppm. 
Similar development pathways also occurred for the simulations which included a period of 
intense global warming. For CO2 concentrations of 290 ppm or lower, glaciation occurs at 
~ 50 kyr AP, whilst for 300 ppm or higher the current interglacial period lasts for at least the 
next 100 kyr. These results suggest the atmospheric CO2 threshold for the next glacial inception 
may lie between 290 and 300 ppm. 
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A study by Pimenoff et al. (2011) investigated the evolution of climate over the next 120 kyr as 
part of an assessment into long-term repository safety for the planned spent nuclear fuel 
repository at Olkiluoto, Finland. Natural and fossil fuel CO2 scenarios were simulated using the 
CLIMBER-2-SICOPOLIS model, with constant atmospheric CO2 concentrations of 280 and 
400 ppm, respectively. Ice sheet growth was projected to begin from present day for the 
280 ppm scenario, particularly over North America and large areas of Fennoscandia. This 
glacial period is followed by a period of interglacial conditions, before ice sheet growth occurs 
again at the insolation minima at ~ 54 kyr and 100 kyr AP, when most of Fennoscandia is 
covered by ice sheets. When atmospheric CO2 is 400 ppm, significantly less ice sheet 
development occurs over the next 120 kyr compared to the 280 ppm scenario, likely linked to 
the significantly warmer global temperatures. During the insolation minima at ~ 17 kyr AP, only 
a small amount of ice is projected over the Scandinavian mountains, whereas at the 54 kyr AP 
minima, a limited ice sheet extends from the Scandinavian mountains to Lapland and parts of 
Northern Ostrobothnia.  

Vettoretti and Peltier (2011) used a GCM, the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Community Climate Model Version 3 (NCAR CCSM3), to produce a number of snapshot 
simulations of future climate under natural CO2 forcing. The first simulation had orbital 
conditions suitable for 10 kyr AP, whilst the second had orbital conditions for 51 kyr AP, and 
both had atmospheric CO2 concentrations of 260 ppm. Glacial inceptions are produced in both 
simulations, with the 51 kyr AP glaciation being of a stronger magnitude. 

Tzedakis et al. (2012) proposed that the onset of bipolar-seesaw variability acts as a constraint 
on the minimum age of a glacial inception. This variability is instigated when Northern 
Hemisphere ice sheets reach a sufficient size to produce iceberg discharges that disrupt 
Meridional Ocean Circulation (MOC), resulting in warming over Antarctica and cooling over 
the North Atlantic. These temperature trends are then reversed once MOC is re-established. 
Based on statistical analysis of paleo ice core and marine data, and the assumption that ice 
growth is mainly driven by insolation and CO2 forcing, they suggested that the current 
interglacial will end within the next 1.5 kyr, on the condition that atmospheric CO2 
concentrations are less than 240 ±5 ppm. 

Ganopolski et al. (2016) performed simulations with the CLIMBER-2 EMIC, by forcing it with 
varying orbital values and constant CO2 concentrations of 240 and 280 ppm. Initially, 
simulations were run of a number of past periods and the Holocene-Future (-10–30 kyr AP), and 
only model configurations which simulated climate states that agreed with observations were 
selected, resulting in selection of four model configurations. Of these, all four model 
configurations predicted the end of the current interglacial several thousand years ago for CO2 
of 240 ppm, with large ice sheets at the present day. For CO2 of 280 ppm, glaciation occurs at 
~ 50 kyr AP in three of the simulations. The threshold CO2 concentration which results in 
glacial inception was calculated, based on summer insolation at 65oN and using the coldest and 
warmest of the four model configurations. These models were then forced by orbital variations 
and CO2 for a number of scenarios, including natural and fossil fuel emissions, for the next 
100 kyr, with a glaciation being initiated when atmospheric CO2 falls below the critical 
threshold for the given insolation value. None of the scenarios projected glacial inception within 
the next 50 kyr, due to low eccentricity. In the simulation with no CO2 emissions, atmospheric 
CO2 gradually decreases from the starting concentration of 280 ppm, undergoing some minor 
orbital-timescale variations, but the Earth system remains in an interglacial state for tens of 
thousands of years. For emissions of greater than 1000 Pg C, the next glacial inception is likely 
to be delayed for at least the next 100 kyr. 
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Brandefelt et al. (2013) used an EMIC and an GCM (LOVECLIM 1.2 and NCAR CCSM4) to 
run a selection of transient and snapshot simulations of future climate up to 61 kyr AP, for 
varying CO2 forcings. The snapshot simulations were for orbital conditions at 17 kyr AP and 
54 kyr AP, which coincide with minima in insolation forcing. For both models and time periods, 
simulations with CO2 concentrations of 280 ppm or lower had cooler global annual average 
temperatures than the pre-industrial control simulation, whilst CO2 values of 320–400 ppm were 
warmer. A general decrease in temperature at northern high latitudes was evident in 
LOVECLIM, particularly in the 280 ppm simulations, due to changes in the orbital parameters 
at these times. The decrease in temperature in the snapshot CCSM4 simulations was 
significantly larger than in the equivalent LOVECLIM simulations, due to the higher 
equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) in CCSM4. In the GCM simulations, the greatest cooling 
was experienced in northern high latitudes and the Southern Ocean. In the region of Central 
Europe, both LOVECLIM and CCSM4 appear to predict a cooling in annual average 
temperature of 0–2 °C for both time periods with a CO2 concentration of 280 ppm, whilst 
LOVECLIM shows a warming of 0–2 °C for a CO2 of 400 ppm. Transient simulations of 
climate from 0–61 kyr AP with atmospheric CO2 of 200 and 400 ppm demonstrated global 
cooling at a similar time to the insolation minima, as a response to changes in orbital forcing. 

4.5 Evolution until ~ 1 Myr AP 
Model simulations of timescales of up to a million years generally follow very similar 
approaches to those modelling periods of up to 100 kyr; EMICs or simple conceptual models 
are used for transient simulations, and GCMs for snapshot simulations. The simulations 
generally take into account both atmospheric CO2 and orbital forcings, as both are relevant on 
these timescales, and the main results relating to the onset of the next glaciation are detailed in 
Table 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

The BIOCLIM project (Texier et al. 2003) employed two EMICs to simulate climate for the 
next 200 kyr. Orbital variation and three CO2 scenarios were used to force the MoBidiC climate 
model (Louvain-la-Neuve), an improved and extended version of the LLN model, and 
CLIMBER-2.3-GREMLINS (an EMIC that includes an ice sheet). One natural CO2 scenario 
and two fossil fuel CO2 scenarios were included, for which atmospheric CO2 trajectories 
including a low (3160 GtC) and high (5160 GtC) fossil fuel CO2 contribution calculated using 
the response function of (Archer et al. 1997) were added to the natural CO2 scenario (BIOCLIM 
2001). The two models produced very different future climate evolutions under the different 
forcing scenarios. For the natural CO2 scenario, MoBidiC simulated that the current interglacial 
will last until after 100 kyr AP, when continental ice will begin to build up. On the other hand, 
CLIMBER-GREMLINS projected that from 50 kyr AP American ice sheets will begin to grow, 
experiencing almost constant growth for the remaining 150 kyr period. No ice growth is 
simulated over Eurasia for this simulation. For the two fossil fuel scenarios, both models 
suggest that there will be no ice sheet cover in the Northern Hemisphere for most of the 200 kyr 
time span. At ~ 167 kyr AP, Northern Hemisphere ice sheet growth occurs in both models, at a 
faster rate for the scenario with a low fossil fuel contribution. However, no ice is projected to 
grow over Fennoscandia within the next 200 kyr by either model. This study also suggests that 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations will remain above natural values until at least 200 kyr AP, as 
the CO2 perturbation about pre-industrial values at the end of the simulation is still 60 ppm. 
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Fig 4.4: Approximate timing of the next glacial inception for different CO2 scenarios, based 

on atmospheric CO2 concentration (left axis) or fossil fuel CO2 emissions (right 
axis; red border), for the studies described in this report.  
Pre-industrial and present-day CO2 concentrations are shown in black (dashed). Figure 
adapted from Figure 1-4 (p.14) of Brandefelt et al. (2013) (circles), but with the inclusion 
of some additional studies (squares). 
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Tab. 4.1: Approximate timing of the next glacial inception for different CO2 scenarios, based 
on atmospheric CO2 concentration or fossil fuel CO2 emissions, for the studies 
described in this report. 

 

Study Model Atmospheric CO2 
concentration 

(ppm) 

CO2 emissions 
(Pg C) 

Timing of next 
glacial inception 

(kyr AP) 
Imbrie and Imbrie (1980) Non-linear   0 
Loutre and Berger 
(2000b) 

LLN 2-D NH 210  0 
220–270  ~ 50 
280–290  > 130 

750  280  ~ 50 
Berger and Loutre (2002) LLN 2-D NH 210  0 

280  ~ 50 
750  280  ~ 50 

Berger et al. (2003) LLN 2-D NH 210  0 
250–290  ~ 50 

550  280  ~ 50 
750  280  ~ 50 

Texier et al. (2003) MoBidiC 280  > 100 
 3000 ~ 167 
 5000 ~ 167 

Texier et al. (2003) CLIMBER-2.3-
GREMLNS 

280  ~ 50 
 3000 ~ 167 
 5000 ~ 167 

Archer and Ganopolski 
(2005) 

CLIMBER-2  300 ~ 50 
 1000 ~ 130 
 5000 > 500 

Cochelin et al. (2006) McGill 
Palaeoclimate 
Model 

210–270  0 
280–290  ~ 50 

300  > 100 
Pimenoff et al. (2011) CLIMBER-2 280  0 

400  ~ 50 
Tzedakis et al. (2012a) Statistical  240  < 1.5 
Lord et al. (2015)   1000 ~ 130 

 5000 > 500 
Ganopolski et al. (2016) CLIMBER-2 240  0 
  280  ~ 50 
   500 ~ 50 
   1000 > 100 
   1500 > 100 
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Archer and Ganopolski (2005) used the CLIMBER-2 model to calculate the critical insolation 
threshold leading to glacial inception, under a range of orbital and CO2 forcings. They then 
simulated the evolution of atmospheric CO2 over the next 500 kyr, following fossil fuel 
emissions of 300, 1000 and 5000 Pg C. In the 300 Pg C emissions scenario, the next glacial 
inception occurs after ~ 50 kyr AP, whilst for emissions of 1000 Pg C, inception is delayed until 
~ 130 kyr AP. No glacial inception is projected to occur within the next 500 kyr for fossil fuel 
emissions of 5000 Pg C. 

Lord et al. (2015) used an EMIC, the cGENIE Earth system model, to project the evolution of 
atmospheric CO2 over the next 1 million years following a series of idealized pulse CO2 
emissions of 1000 to 10,000 Pg C. It was found that the CO2 perturbation was long-lived taking 
hundreds of thousands of years for atmospheric CO2 to be returned back towards pre-industrial 
values. Global annual mean SAT was found to continue to increase following peak atmospheric 
CO2 concentration, to a maximum of approximately 2 °C and 7 °C above pre-industrial for the 
1000 and 5000 Pg C emissions scenarios, before decreasing gradually over hundreds of 
thousands of years. Changes in the critical insolation value for glacial inception, derived by 
(Archer and Ganopolski 2005), were estimated based on the projected CO2 trajectories. It was 
suggested that emissions of 1000 Pg C may be sufficient to delay the next glacial inception for 
approximately 130 kyr, whilst emissions of 5000 Pg C or higher may extend the current 
interglacial for at least the next 500 kyr. 

A recent study by Lord et al. (In review) used the Hadley Centre GCM, HadCM3, to run an 
ensemble of snapshot simulations with varying orbital configurations and atmospheric CO2 
concentrations, in order to cover the range of possible climate conditions that may occur over 
the next million years. A statistical emulator was developed based on the climatic data for the 
GCM simulations. The emulator is able to interpolate between the GCM results, such that it can 
provide a prediction of the output that the GCM would produce if it were run using a particular 
input configuration. The benefits of the emulator are that it is able to rapidly simulate the 
‘continuous’ long-term evolution of climate via a series of snapshot simulations (every 1 kyr for 
example) at the spatial resolution of an GCM, but with significantly lower computational cost 
than would be required to run an actual GCM. It was used to project the evolution of SAT and 
precipitation over the next 200 kyr at a number of European sites that have been identified as an 
adopted or proposed location for the geological disposal of solid radioactive wastes (Forsmark, 
Sweden and El Cabril, Spain), or simply as a reference location where a suitable site has not yet 
been identified (Switzerland and the UK). Four fossil fuel CO2 scenarios were simulated, with 
emissions of 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 Pg C. At the start of the simulations, variations in SAT 
and precipitation are dominated by CO2 forcing due to its high atmospheric concentration, with 
peak warming of 4.1–12.2 °C for the Switzerland grid box occurring at 1 kyr AP. After this 
time, the warming slowly subsides along with the atmospheric CO2 perturbation, and orbital 
timescale variations become more evident after ~ 20 kyr, particularly on the obliquity frequency 
until ~ 120 kyr, followed by the precessional frequency as eccentricity increases. Precipitation is 
also increased over the Switzerland grid box, and demonstrates fluctuations on an 
approximately precessional timescale. Both SAT and precipitation are still elevated above pre-
industrial values at the end of the 200 kyr period. It should be noted that, whilst this study 
includes separate climate emulators for both present-day ice sheet configurations and reduced 
(partially melted) ice sheet configurations, the GCM does not include an ice sheet model, and 
hence the question of the onset of the next glaciation cannot be directly investigated. However, 
this issue is being researched as part of a subsequent project in collaboration with Posiva and 
SKB. 
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5 Synthesis and Summary  
 
Here, a synthesis and summary of the preceding sections is given. In particular, there is a focus 
on the implications of the palaeoclimate and future simulations for the European region, and on 
the likely timing of the next glaciation. In this way, information of relevance to questions (Q1) 
and (Q4) in Section 1 is highlighted. 

• The ultimate forcing of the climate system on timescales of 1 million years is astronomical 
variations associated with the Earth’s orbit, and natural and anthropogenic changes in 
atmospheric CO2.  

• The Earth system mediates these forcings via a hugely complex web of feedback processes, 
resulting in complex behavior such as glacial-interglacial cycles. 

• A hierarchy of numerical models have been developed to understand these processes, and 
predict past and future climate change, ranging from the simplest conceptual models to the 
most complex Earth system models, all of which have strengths and weaknesses.  

• Work carried out in the three phases of the Palaeoclimate Modelling Intercomparison 
project (PMIP) offer valuable insights into the European and global climate of the Last 
Glacial Maximum (LGM). As PMIP has progressed through its four phases, more processes 
and more representative boundary conditions have been included in the models, and model 
resolution has increased. Simultaneously, improved understanding of potential proxy data 
reconstruction biases has allowed a reasonably consistent picture between models and data 
to be built up (Ramstein et al. 2007; Hargreaves et al. 2013). The most up to date PMIP3 
simulations and model-data comparisons are presented by Harrison et al. (2014), and are 
summarised in Figure 5.1. Over Europe, the largest remaining discrepancies are in the cold 
month temperature over western Europe, in that the models are still not as cold as the 
proxies indicate, an area that also has its precipitation affected by changes in Atlantic storm 
tracks. The Alps show similar patterns and discrepancies to western Europe, however it is 
not practical to assess changes on scales much below the regional/sub-continental 
(Hargreaves et al. 2013), so precise estimations for the Alps and Switzerland require 
caution. These CMIP5/PMIP3/IPCC AR5 simulations are available for download from the 
PMIP database (https://pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr/database). Simulations of the LGM in the 
framework of PMIP4 (and ultimately IPCC AR6) are in the process of being finalised 
(Kageyama et al., in review). It is likely that the models that carry out these simulations will 
be improved on those in PMIP3 primarily due to (a) improved boundary conditions such as 
the routine inclusion of desert dust forcing and improved ice sheet distribution, (b) the use 
of models that simulate the Earth system more completely, through the inclusion for 
example of biogeochmical cycles, and (c) the use of models that run at higher resolution, 
and as such will begin to resolve some aspects of the Alpine climate.  
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Fig. 5.1: Simulated change (anomalies between the experiment and the pre-industrial 

control) in mean annual temperature (MAT) at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) 
for the CMIP5 ensemble.  
The ocean temperatures are sea-surface temperature, except over areas with sea ice where 
air temperature is used. 

 
 
• In the same way as for the LGM, the most state-of-the-art and comprehensive summary of 

mid-Holocene simulations is associated with PMIP3, and is summarised on a global scale 
by Harrison et al. (2014). Figure 5.2 provides a summary of the reconstructed and PMIP3 
ensemble mean changes in seasonal temperature and precipitation over Europe for the mid-
Holocene. For both summer and winter, the reconstructions suggest the Alps warmed by 
1-2 °C. The PMIP ensemble shows good agreement within reconstruction uncertainty with 
the summer temperatures over the Alps (2 °C of warming), but for the winter the ensemble 
does not capture the warming relative to the pre-industrial. Reconstructions suggest slightly 
reduced precipitation in summer and slightly increased precipitation in winter over the Alps, 
both up to approx. 10 mm month-1. The model ensemble does not show any major trends in 
either season, but this result lies on the margin of the reconstruction uncertainty and is 
within the uncertainty for the southern and central Alps. Due to the relatively small signal-
to-noise ratio (compared to the LGM for example), the MH presents quite a challenge to the 
modelling community in terms of spatial patterns of reconstructed change. The north-south 
gradient across Europe is not captured correctly and some processes are misrepresented by 
models, likely related to large scale circulation changes in the region. The uncertainties in 
both the modelling and data of the mid-Holocene are sufficiently large for Hargreaves et al 
(2013) to conclude that on a global scale the models fail to reproduce the observed changes 
with any degree of skill. 

• Very few of the modelling studies of the Last Interglacial (LIG) focus specifically on the 
climate of Europe, due to the greater uncertainties in other regions and processes, in 
particular the high latitudes sea level change. However, Lunt et al. (2013) carried out a 
multi-model intercomparison of a combination of EMIC and GCM simulations of the Last 
Interglacial, which probably represent the most up to date summary of LIG modelling; 
comparing the multi-model mean to reconstructions (Figure 3.3) shows that over Europe 
there is a general warming of up to approx. 1 °C, which is agreed upon by the majority of 
the models and the data. There are one or two data points that suggest greater temperature 
increases in the Alps, but mostly the changes appear in line with the rest of Europe. 
However, the LIG proxy dataset has been shown to be biased, in particular in terms of its 
weak age control, and robust model-data comparisons of the LIG are currently limited to the 
North Atlantic and Southern Ocean (Capron et al. 2015; Stone et al. 2016). The numerical 
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data from the Lunt et al. (2013) simulations can be downloaded from the Supplementary 
Information of that paper. 

• Transient simulations of the Holocene have shown that over short time scales (from decades 
to centuries) total solar irradiance and volcanic forcing are important for global climate, but 
for longer time periods they are poorly constrained and generally appear to be of smaller 
magnitude relative to orbital changes (and subsequent feedback processes) and CO2 forcing. 
On timescales of 1000 years, such as for the Last Millennium, internal variability is often of 
a similar magnitude to the response to external forcing, and as such model-data comparisons 
are extremely challenging.  

 
 

 
Fig. 5.2: Reconstructed and PMIP3 ensemble mean temperature and precipitation anomalies 

for the mid-Holocene. 
a, b) the reconstructed and modelled summer temperature anomaly respectively; c, d) as a, 
b but for winter; e, f) as a, b but for precipitation; g, h) as c, d but for precipitation. 
Hatching shows where the ensemble mean lies outside the range of uncertainty in the 
reconstructions. Figure from Mauri et al. 2014. 

 
 
• The last deglaciation represents a considerable challenge as it is at the limit of length of 

simulation that can be carried out with a full complexity GCM. In this context, the NCAR 
group have been pioneers, through the ‘TraCE-21ka’ programme, including simulation of 
Alpine glaciers through the deglaciation (Liu et al. 2009; Shakun et al. 2012; He et al. 2013; 
Shakun et al. 2015; see Figure 5.3). Large reorganisations of the Earth system (such as the 
last deglaciation) have a complex chain of mechanisms (e.g. ocean circulation, overturning 
and CO2 outgassing) driving the observed regional and temporal patterns that are not trivial 
to unpick. Although fully coupled GCMs are excellent tools for assessing the interaction 
between processes, there is still a large degree of uncertainty behind the dominant 
processes, due in part to the small number of different fully coupled GCMs that have been 
applied to this time period due to the computational expense. However, this may change in 
the future because in the context of PMIP4, new simulations of the deglaciation are being 
proposed (Ivanovic et al. 2016), and it is expected that several modelling groups will take 
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part. In addition, the German PalMod project (www.palmod.de) aims to simulate a full 
glacial cycle in transient mode and with a comprehensive ESM, allowing full interactions 
between the physical and biogeochemical components of the Earth system, including ice 
sheets.  

 

 
Fig. 5.3: Modelled climate and reconstructed glacier fluctuations in the Alps.  

Modelled temperatures from the single-forcing (colored lines) and ALL (black line) 
simulations from the transient TrACE model simulations (Liu et al. 2009), as well as 
normalized moraine positions (black dots). Error bars (1 sigma) give the standard.deviation 
of the boulder ages plus the production-rate uncertainty, added in quadrature. Local 
modelled summer temperatures are shown on the left-hand y-axis (degrees C). Modelled 
precipitation from the ALL simulation (grey dashed line) has been scaled to temperature as 
-25% = 1 oC, and is shown for local winter All model time series are 500-year moving 
averages and given as anomalies from 19 ka. y-axis on left is temperature and y-axis on 
right is normalized moraine position, which have been scaled to align maximum (1) and 
minimum (0) glacier extent with simulated Last Glacial Maximum and modern 
temperatures, respectively. Adapted from Shakun et al (2015). 
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• Three main approaches for modelling the past 200 kyr have been discussed in this report: 
the simple 2D transient modelling approaches from the 1990s and early 2000s (e.g. 
Figure 3.6a), transient EMIC modelling coupled to ice sheet models (e.g. Figure 3.6b) and 
attempts to model the full complexity of the system with GCMs (e.g. Figure 3.6c). Although 
other examples of each approach exist, these studies were selected because they are 
reasonably representative. Over this time period orbital cycles appear as the main influence 
for ice sheet growth and decline, with further forcing/feedback from CO2 to produce global 
temperature variations. The 100 kyr orbital cycle can be non-linearly reproduced by simple 
models inducing feedback processes with ice and snow albedo, dust and isostatic 
deformation. However, fitting the magnitude and rates of change shown by the oxygen 
isotope reconstructions requires the inclusion of other forcing changes, such as varying 
CO2. Although there is qualitatively good agreement between these simple models and 
global proxy reconstructions, the few higher complexity studies with GCMs show there is a 
large degree of subtlety in the temperature responses that are currently unable to be 
categorised fully by the available data or models. In these cases, the geometry of ice sheets 
and interconnections through ocean circulation become important. The lack of millennial 
scale variations near the end of the last glacial cycle show that processes that can be 
included in shorter transient simulations are missing from these simplified modelling 
approaches. 

• In general, conceptual model studies of the last 2 million years suggest that the glacial-
interglacial cycles are linked to orbital variations, and atmospheric CO2 concentration. 
Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain the timing of transitions and the 
duration of the different climate states, including orbital forcing alone (e.g. Huybers and 
Wunsch 2005; Imbrie et al. 2011; Parrenin and Paillard 2012), and a combination of 
atmospheric CO2 and orbital forcing (e.g. Pisias and Shackleton 1984; Archer and 
Ganopolski 2005). A number of studies have proposed that feedbacks in the climate system 
may play a role in initiating glaciations or deglaciations, such as deep ocean stratification 
(Paillard and Parrenin 2004) and deep ocean temperature (Saltzman and Maasch 1991; 
Saltzman and Maasch 1990). It has also been suggested that the size of the ice sheet may 
contribute to triggering a deglaciation, with larger ice sheets requiring a relatively small 
increase in insolation to initiate glacial retreat (e.g. Raymo 1997; Parrenin and Paillard 
2003; Abe-Ouchi et al. 2013). Overall, it is clear that the mechanisms driving the glacial-
interglacial cycles are not yet fully understood. At present, there is no model that is able to 
simulate glacial-interglacial cycles satisfactorily given purely an orbital forcing, primarily 
due to uncertainties in simulating the global carbon cycle and the response of ice sheets to 
forcing. However, progress is being made rapidly, and the CLIMBER model in particular 
may be close to accurately reproducing glacial-interglacial cycles (Andrey Ganopolski, 
personal communication). Whilst simple conceptual models may be able to represent the 
features of paleo data well, they need to be used in conjunction with simulations using more 
complex physically-based models, in order to improve our understanding of how long-term 
climate has evolved in the past, and thus provide insights into how it may also change in the 
future.  

• Future climate projections are ultimately controlled by two external forcings – astronomical 
forcing (which is very well known) and CO2 concentrations (which are not well known). 
Uncertainties in CO2 come from sociological/political/technological uncertainties associated 
with the rate of future emissions of carbon, and environmental uncertainties associated with 
the lifetime of atmospheric CO2. In addition, future societies may choose to actively engage 
in geoengineering, and reduce atmospheric CO2 through technological means. 
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• On timescales of 100–300 years, the IPCC AR5 report provides a comprehensive summary 
of future climate changes given various emissions scenarios. Regional changes over Europe 
have also been studied in depth in the CORDEX program, and model output from the 
CORDEX RCMs is available from their data portal (www.cordex.org/output.html). The 
results of a number of studies suggests that the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios 
(SRES; (Nakićenović et al. 2000)) B1, A1B and A2 CO2 scenarios, which cover low to high 
emissions, result in annual mean warming in Central Europe of approximately 1–3 °C 
(Mikolajewicz et al. 2007), with regional warming of 1–1.5 °C for every 1 °C of global 
annual average warming (National Research Council 2011).  

• A range of studies have addressed the evolution of future climate on longer timescales of up 
to 50,000 years. On these timescales, the CO2 forcing generally dominates over orbital 
forcing. A range of model complexities and modelling approaches have been employed, 
depending on the length of time and aspect of climate being considered, usually with the 
aim of addressing long-term warming, ocean circulation, and/or sea level change (e.g. 
Winkelmann et al. 2015). The simulations generally agree that mean global and European 
temperatures are likely to continue to increase for at least the remaining part of the 21st 
century, with the ultimate extent and timescale of warming in the following thousands of 
years being dependent on future anthropogenic CO2 emissions and the natural carbon cycle. 
An increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration to 2x and 4x pre-industrial values appears to 
result in regional warming of approximately 2–5 °C after 1 kyr in the European region, 
(Vizcaino et al. 2008), and 8–10 °C following equilibration after 6 kyr for 4x CO2 (Li et al. 
2013). Finally, 3000 year long simulations with emissions of 15,000 Pg C performed by 
Lenton et al. (2006), appear to show an increase in Central European SAT of 9–12 °C. The 
range in warming estimates may have a number of causes, including the use of different 
models, different CO2 assumptions and different modelling approaches, etc. 

• On longer timescales, orbital forcing begins to play an ever-increasingly important role. The 
next glacial inception is generally projected to occur approximately 50 kyr AP under pre-
industrial CO2 concentrations. However, many studies suggest that atmospheric 
CO2 concentrations, and thus mean global temperatures, may remain elevated above natural 
values due to fossil fuel emissions for hundreds of thousands of years. This may result in 
the onset of the next glaciation being delayed for tens of thousands of years or longer, 
depending on the degree of warming. The studies, summarized in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4, 
generally agree that in the absence of anthropogenic CO2 forcing and with natural 
CO2 concentrations lower than pre-industrial values (< 280 ppm), the current interglacial 
may come to an end imminently, or that glaciation may have already begun several 
thousand years ago. On the other hand, when the natural CO2 concentration is close to the 
pre-industrial value (~ 280 ppm) or higher, or when fossil fuel CO2 emissions are taken into 
account, the timing of the next glacial inception is found to be dependent on the 
concentration of atmospheric CO2, with inception within the next 100 kyr decreasingly 
likely as concentrations increase. 
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												Conceptual (threshold)		[2nd Paillard 1998]		-								Ice volume								Transient		0-500		500						Insolation (critical threshold)		1 constant at 280 ppm?		3 variable following emissions of 300, 1000 and 5000 PgC and then decreasing [Archer et al 2005]
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				4		BIOCLIM D3		2001		Unknown		Response function		[Burgess 1998]		-														CO2		Transient		0-1 Ma		1000		-		-		Insolation values (various)		1 variable based on regression between insolation variables and Vostok record of CO2 for 1-125 kyr BP		-

												Conceptual (threshold)		[2nd Paillard 1998]		-								Ice volume						CO2												Insolation		2 variable using different values for critical threshold (a and b)		-

												Response function		[Archer et al 1997]		-														CO2												-		-		2 variable following emissions between 2000-2300 of 3160 and 5160 PgC and decreasing (High and Low)

												EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		x		x												-		Present day GIS		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		3 variable based on Burgess's model and Paillard's model a + b (A3, A4a and A4b) 

																																												3 variable combining (summed) natural (x1 Burgess, x2 Paillard's a) and fossil fuel CO2 (Archer 2x Low, 1x High) (B1, B3 and B4)
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				5		BIOCLIM D4/5		2003		Unknown		AOGCM		IPSL_CM4_D		mean 4 x 5		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot		0		-		-		Present day GIS (NH continental ice 3.2 x 106 km3)		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 constant at 1100 ppm (A)

																																		0						No GIS, collapsed WAIS EAIS volume similar to present day				1 x2 constant at 550 ppm (B + C)

																																		67

																																		67										1 constant at 345 ppm (D)

																																		67						Present day GIS (NH continental ice 3.2 x 106 km3)				1 constant at 350 ppm (E)

																																		178						Glacial maximum (NH continental ice 17.4 x 106 km3)				1 constant at 275 ppm (F)		-

				6		Lord et al		2015		Available from the author		EMIC		cGENIE		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x				x		Transient		0-1 Ma		1 Ma		Pre-industrial		-		-		-		10 variable with pulse emissions of 1000-10,000 Pg C released in year 0.

				7		Lord et al		2016		Available from the author		EMIC		cGENIE		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x				x		Transient		0-1 Ma		1 Ma		Pre-industrial		-		-		-		20 variable with pulse emissions of 1000-20,000 Pg C released in year 0.

																																														10 variable following historical CO2 concentrations between 1750-2010, followed by logistic emissions of 1000-20,000 Pg C released between 2010 and 2810 to 3225.

				8		Lord et al		2017, In review		Available online		AOGCM		HadCM3		3.75 x 2.5		x		x		x		(Fixed)		x		x				Snapshot		-		-		Pre-industrial		Present day GIS and AIS		80 constant with LHC sampling of 3 orbital parameters (eccentricity, obliquity, precession) and atmospheric CO2 concentrations between 250 ppm and 3600 ppm.

																																								Reduced extent GIS and WAIS (PRISM4 reconstruction)		80 constant with LHC sampling of 3 orbital parameters (eccentricity, obliquity, precession) and atmospheric CO2 concentrations between 250 ppm and 3600 ppm.

										Available from the author		Emulator based on AOGCM data		-		3.75 x 2.5								(Fixed)								Transient		0-200		200		-		Present day GIS and AIS		Future variations in orbital parameters (eccentricity, obliquity, precession).		-		4 variable with logistic emissions of 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 Pg C over several hundred years.

				9		Loutre + Berger		2000b		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		x		x						Transient		0-130		130		-		Present day GIS		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		9 constant at 210 to 290 ppm		1 variable increasing CO2 linearly to 750 ppm in 200 yr, and then decreasing to natural by 1 kyr (GW)

																																												1 x2 variable derived based on Vostok variations by Jouzel et al [1993] (shifted towards future by 130 kyr)

																																								No GIS						-

																																												3 constant at 210, 250 and 290 ppm

				10		Pimenoff et al		2011		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2		10 x 51		x		x		x		x		x		x				Transient		0-120		120		-				Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 constant at 280 ppm		1 constant at 400 ppm

				11		Texier et al / BIOCLIM D7		2003		Unknown		EMIC		MoBidiC		5 x 2 continents		x		x		x		x		x		x		Ocean		Transient		0-200		200		Present day with reduced NADW sompared to snapshot at present		Present day		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 variable based on Paillard's model a (A4a) 

																																												2 variable combining (summed) natural (Paillard's model a) and Low and High fossil fuel CO2 described above (B3 and B4)

														CLIMBER-2.3-GREMLINS		10 x 51		x		x		x		x		x		x										Present day						1 variable based on Paillard's model a (A4a) 

																																												2 variable combining (summed) natural (Paillard's model a) and Low and High fossil fuel CO2 described above (B3 and B4)



		Up to 100 kyr AP		1		Brandefelt et al		2013		Unknown		EMIC		LOVECLIM 1.2		T21 (~5.6 x 5.6)		x		x		x						x				Snapshot		17		-		Pre-industrial (1850 AD) simulation		Pre-industrial extents		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		7 constant at 180, 200, 240, 280, 320, 360 and 400 ppm (LC_17k_x, LC_54k_x)

																																		54		-

																																Transient		0-61		61								2 constant at 200 and 400 ppm (LC_0k_61k_x)

												ESM 		CCSM4		2 x 2		x		x		x				x				x		Snapshot		17		-								1 constant at 200 ppm (CM_54k_200)

																																		54		-								1 constant at 180 ppm (CM_54k_180)

				2		Cochelin et al		2006		Unknown		EMIC		MPM		5 (10 at equator) x -		x		x		x		x		x		x				Transient		0-100 (1995)		100		Year 1950 conditions		Year 1950 GIS (no antarctic)		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		7 constant at 240 to 300 ppm		3 variable with rapid increase in CO2 to 1200 ppm, followed by slow decrease to stabilize at 280, 290 and 300 ppm after 1 kyr

				3		Ganopolski et al		2016		Details in online paper		EMIC		CLIMBER-2		10 x 51		x		x		x		x				x				Transient		-10-30		40		-		-		Different values of summer insolation		2 constant at 240 and 280 ppm (based on MIS19 and MIS11)		-

																		x		x		x						x		x				0-100		100		State of model at the end of last glacial cycle [Brovkin et al 2009]		Present day GIS		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 variable close to 280 ppm		3 x2 variable following emissions of 500, 1000 and 1500 PgC and then decreasing		?

																		x		x		x		x				x												End of last glacial cycle								?

				4		Imbrie + Imbrie		1980		Unknown		Simple non-linear		-		-								Ice volume								Transient		0-100		100		-		Continuous simulation from 500 kyr BP		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		-		-

				5		Kjellstrom et al		2009		Unknown		AOGCM		CCSM3		~2.8 x 2.8 (T42)		x		x		x				x						Snapshot		Future		-		RP and GHG (yr 2300 following A1B emissions to 750 ppm) vegetation		No GIS (AIS recent past RP)		Av ann ins 1365 Wm-2, orb year 1990		1 constant at 750 ppm (warm)

																																		-44		-		RP vegetation		Restricted IS over Fennoscadia so Forsmark, Oskarshamn and Olkiluoto ice free (combination of Fennoscandian MIS3 [SKB 2006] and Laurentide CLIMBER-2 [Calov et al 2005])
ICE-5G for AIS for -14 kyr (extent) and -44 kyr (thickness)		Av ann ins 1365 Wm-2, orb year PMIP2		1 constant at 200 ppm (permafrost)

																																		-21 (LGM)		-		RP and LGM vegetation		ICE-5G (PMIP2)		Av ann ins 1365 Wm-2, orb year -44 kya		1 constant at 185 ppm (glacial)

												RCM		RCA3		50 km																Snapshot		Future		-		Climate from CCSM3, RP vegetation used as first-guess and experiments repeated using vegetation simulated by LPJ-GUESS model for RCA3 climate		No GIS (AIS recent past RP)		End of 20 C		1 constant x2 at 750 (actually 841) ppm (warm)

																																		-44		-				Restricted IS over Fennoscadia so Forsmark, Oskarshamn and Olkiluoto ice free (combination of Fennoscandian MIS3 [SKB 2006] and Laurentide CLIMBER-2 [Calov et al 2005])
ICE-5G for AIS for -14 kyr (extent) and -44 kyr (thickness)				1 constant x2 at 200 (actually 187) ppm (permafrost)

																																		-21 (LGM)		-				ICE-5G (PMIP2)				1 constant x2 at 185 (actually 168) ppm (glacial)

												DVM		LPJ-GUESS		-						x						x		x		Snapshot		Future		-		Climate from RCA3		-		-		1 constant at 750 ppm (warm)

																																		-44		-								1 constant at 200 ppm (permafrost)

																																		-21 (LGM)		-								1 constant at 185 ppm (glacial)

				6		Shaffer et al		2009		Available from the author		ESM 		DCESS model		1 hemisphere, 2 zones of 360 by 52		x		x		x				x				x		Transient		1765-100		100		Pre-industrial		-		Insolation		-		2 variable following historical emissions from 1765 to 2004, followed by  2 SRES scenarios with high (A2) and low (B1) emissions to 2100, then extrapolation using polynomial functions so as to tail off by approx 2200. Total emissions are 1536 and 3721, respectively.

				7		Tzedakis et al		2012a		Available from the author		Cross-correlation analysis		-		-																Transient		0-30		30		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N) / Obl / Prec		-		-

				8		Vettoretti + Peltier		2011		Unknown		AOGCM		CCSM3		~2.8 x 2.8 (T42)		x		x		x				x						Snapshot		10		-		Pre-industial control		-		Insolation at 10 kyr AP		1 (x2) constant at 260 ppm		-

																																		51		-						Insolation at 51 kyr AP



		Up to 50 kyr		1		Charbit et al		2008				EMIC		CLIMBER-2-GREMLINS		10 x 51		x		x		x		x		x		x				Transient		0-20		20		-		-		-		-		6 variable (EXP1) based on linear increase from 2000 (7 PgC/yr) to 2050, followed by stabilization to 2100, and decreased to zero by 2200. Total emissions of 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500 PgC, trajectory calculated using response function [Archer et al 2007].

																																												-		6 variable (EXP2) based on variable total release over different periods of time, starting at year 2000. Total emissions of 2500, 3000 (released until 6 and 11 kyr AP) and 3500 PgC (released until 5 and 7 kyr AP), trajectory calculated using response function [Archer et al 2007].

				2		Clark et al		2016		Unknown		EMIC		UVic  (v2.8, 2.9)		1.8 x 3.6		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		1750-10		10		Pre-industrial spin-up		-		Last solar cycle		-		4 (x2?) variable with historical emissions between 1750 and 2000, followed by total emissions of 1280, 2560, 3840 and 5120 PgC between yr 2000 and 2300 (with ECS of 3.5oC).

														Bern3D-LPX		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x

				3		Eby et al		2009		Unknown		EMIC		UVic  (v2.8)		1.8 x 3.6		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		0-10		10		Spun-up for 10 kyr with yr 1800 CO2 and orbital values		-		-		-		11 variable with historical emissions between 1800 and 2000, followed by 'pulses' of CO2 applied over 1 year of total emissions of 160, 320, 640, 960, 1280, 1920, 2560, 3200, 3840, 4480 and 5120 PgC.

																																														6 variable (_A2+) with historical emissions between 1800 and 2000, followed by gradual emissions following A2 scenario to 2100 then linearly declining to zero by 2300, but scaled to match the total emissions of every other pulse experiment.

				4		Friedlingstein et al		2011		Available from the author		EMIC		BERN2.5CC		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		1765-3		3		Pre-industrial		-		-		1 variable with historical emissions between 1765 and 2009, followed by 3 constant with instantaneous emissions reductions to 90, 100 or 105% reductin compared to 2009 value.

																																												1 variable with historical emissions between 1765 and 2009, followed by 9 variable to constant with emissions reductions of 1%, 3% and 5% yr-1 until they reach either 90%, 100% or 105% reduction level.

																																												1 variable with historical emissions between 1765 and 2009, followed by 27 variable to constant with emissions increasing for 10, 20 or 30 years with a positive growth rate of 2% yr-1, followed by reductions of 1%, 3% and 5% yr-1 until they reach either 90%, 100% or 105% reduction level.

				5		Frolicher et al		2014		Available from the author		AOGCM		GFDL_ESM2M		2 x 2.5		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient
(from year 0)		0-1		1		Pre-industrial		-		-		-		1 (x2) variable with 1800 GtC instantaneous pulse (quadruple).

														CCSM1		T31 (~3.75 x 3.75)		x		x		x				x		x		x

				6		Huybrechts et al		2011		Unknown		EMIC		LOVECLIM 1.2		T21 (~5.6 x 5.6)		x		x		x		x		x		x		(used in diagnostic mode)		Transient (from year 0)		0-3		3		Model spun-up to year 1500 (with GIS (AIS) integrated over last 2 (4) glacial cycles				-		-		2 variable to constant following 1% increase in CO2 concentration per year (compounded) until it reaches x2 (IS2CO2) and x4 (IS4CO2) initial vale and remains unchanged for 3 kyr.

				7		Lenton		2000		Unknown		Simple ESM 		(7 box C cycle model coupled to EB approximation of global T		-		x		x
(C only)		x
(C only)						x
(C only)		x		Transient		1800-3		3		-		-		-		-		3 variable (1-3) with historical emissions between 1800-1990, followed by IS92 scenarios (a, c, e) to 2100, after which emissions linearly decline to zero by 2200.

																																														3 variable (4-6) with historical emissions between 1800-1990, followed by IS92 scenarios (a, e) and 1990 values to 2100, after which emissions linearly decline until total emissions of 4000 PgC have been released.

				8		Lenton et al		2006		Unknown		EMIC		cGENIE (aka GENIE-1)		3.2~19.2 (≈5) x 10?		x		x		x				x				x		Transient		1800-3		3		Historical simulation starting from spun-up PI conditions run from 1800-1990		-		-		-		6 variable (A-F) based on variable total release over different periods of time, starting at year 1990. Total emissions of 1134 (linear decline to 0 by 2200), 2660 (linear decline to 0 by 2200), 4000 x2 (linear decline to 0 by 2332 and 2926), 9213 (+0.16 GtC yr-2 until 2250, then linear decline to 0 by 2599) and 15,000 (+0.16 GtC yr-2 until 2150, then linear decline to 0 by 2634).

				9		Li et al		2013		Unknown		AOGCM		ECHAM5/MPIOM		T31 (~3.75 x 3.75)		x		x		x				x						Transient (from year 0)		0-6.08		6.08		Pre-industrial control run (1600 year) at 278 ppm		-		-		-		1 variable to constant increasing atmospheric CO2 by 1% per year until 4xCO2 reached at year 140, and held constant after.

														ECHAM5/SOM				x		x
(slab)		x				x												Pre-industrial control run (110 and 50 year) at 278 ppm								1 variable to constant increasing atmospheric CO2 by 1% per year until 2xCO2 reached at year 70, and held constant after.

				10		Lunt et al		2004		Unknown		AOGCM		IPSL-CM4		mean 4 x 5		x		x		x				x						Snapshot		~2000 (control)		-				Present day GIS		Present day		1 x2 constant at 280 ppm (control, noice)

																																		Future (~60)		-		NH icesheets repplaced with barren tundra.
No FW flux to THC after melt and no SLR.		No GIS (orography after isostatic rebound after ~4 kyr)

												DVM		ORCHIDEE		-												x
(offline)				Snapshot		~2000 (control)		-		Driven by present day monthly mean CRU climatology [New et al 1999] passed through weather generator.
Starts from bare ground.		Present day GIS (V:control)		-		-		-

																																		Future (~60)		-		Driven by anomaly strategy (difference between noice climate and control climate added to present day CRU climate) via weather generator.
Starts from bare ground.		No GIS (orography after isostatic rebound after ~4 kyr) (V:noice)

												Ice-sheet		GREMLINS		45 km x 45 km								x
(offline)								Transient		Future (~60)		140		Driven by anomaly strategy (difference between noice climate and control climate corrected for orography diffeence added to present day ERA realnalyses climate).		No GIS (orography after isostatic rebound after ~4 kyr) (I:noice)		-		-		-

				11		Mikolajewicz et al		2007		Unknown		AOGCM/ ESM 		MPI/UW Earth system model		~5.6 x 5.6 (T21)		x		x		x		x		x		x		x		Transient		0-3/5		3/5		Spin-up of 10 kyr run from a previous model state		Present-day IS		-		-		6 variable, following historical emissions from 1751 to 2000 (starting from years 0, 200 and 400 of the control (_1, _2, _3 etc), followed by 2 SRES scenarios with high (A2) and low (B1) emissions to 2100, then gradual exponential decay of emissions with a time constant of 150 years. Total emissions are 1970 (B1) and 6579 (A2).

																																														5 variable, following historical emissions from 1751 to 2000 (starting from years 0, 200, 400, 600 and 800 of the control (_1, _2, _3 etc), followed by 1 SRES scenario with intermediate (A1B) emissions to 2100, then gradual exponential decay of emissions with a time constant of 150 years. Total emissions are 3817 (A1B).

																																								Prescribed (not interactive) ice sheets (-NOICE)						1 variable, following historical emissions from 1751 to 2000 (starting from year 0 of the control (_1), followed by 1 SRES scenario with high (A2) emissions to 2100, then gradual exponential decay of emissions with a time constant of 150 years. Total emissions are 6579 (A2).

				12		Plattner et al		2008		Unknown		EMIC		Bern2.5CC		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		0-3		3		-		-		-		-		3 variable to constant following SRES (B1, A1B and A2) emissions to 2100, then held constant at 2100 value until 2300.

														C-GOLDSTEIN		~3-15 x (36 x 36)		x		x						x

														CLIMBER-2.3		10 x 51		x		x		x				x		x		x																5 variable to constant increasing before stabilizing at 50, 550, 650, 750, 1000 ppm by 2300 (SP450, etc.

														CLIMBER-3a		7.5 x 22.5		x		x		x				x		x																		2 variable to constant increasing before delayed stabilization at 450 and 550 ppm (DSP450, etc).

														LOVECLIM		5.6 x 5.6 (T21)		x		x		x		x		x		x		x

														IGSM2.3		4 x		x		x		x				x		x		x																2 variable to constant increasing and overshooting before stabilizing at 350 and 450 ppm (OSP350, etc.).

														MoBidiC		5 x 2 continents		x		x		x		x		x		x

														Uvic (v2.7)		1.8 x 3.6		x		x		x				x		x		x																5 variable increasing to 2100 before being set to zero (SP450ES2100, etc.).

				13		Solomon et al		2009		Link in paper		EMIC		BERN2.5CC		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x		Tranient		1800-3		3		-		-		-		-		6 varibale with atmospheric CO2 concentration increasing by 2% per year until it peaks at 450, 550, 650, 750, 850 and 1200 ppm, after which emissions are set to zero

				14		National Research Council		2011		Unknown		EMIC		UVic  (v2.8, 2.9)		1.8 x 3.6		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		0-2		2		-		-		-		-		3 (x2) illustrative fossil fuel CO2 scenario, with emissions increasing at current growth rates of ~2% per year to a maximum of ~12 GtC per year, followed by a decrease in rate of 3% per year to a value 50%, 80% and 100% below the peak.

														Bern3D-LPX		2D EMBM, 10ox (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x

				15		Vizcaino et al		2008		Unknown		AOGCM/ ESM 		MPI/UW Earth system model		~5.6 x 5.6 (T21)		x		x		x		x		x		x		x		Transient		0-1		1		Spun-up for 10 kyr.
All experiments run once where IS FBs passed to other components, and once where those FBs ignored (_1w).		Spun up following 2 glacial cycles. 
Pre-industrial ice sheets.		-		-		3 (x2) variable to constant with atmospheric CO2 concentration is increased by 1% per year until stabilized  2x, 3x and 4x pre-industrial values are achieved, at years 70, 105 and 140, respectively

																																		1750-9		9										1 (x2) variable, following historical emissions from 1750 to 2000, followed by SRES scenario with high (A2) emissions to 2100, then gradual exponential decay of emissions with a time constant of 150 years

																																		0-1		1		Spun-up for 10 kyr.		Spun up following 2 glacial cycles. 
No GIS (CTRL_NOGr).						Identical to CTRL (pre-industrial) with variable CO2 at ~279.5 ppm

				16		Zickfeld et al		2013		Unknown		EMIC		Bern3D-LPX		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		2006-2300		<1		Spun-up with year 850 forcing, then run from (850 to) 1850 to 2005 with known natural (orbital, volcanic + solar) and anthropogenic (GHG, aerosols, land cover change) forcing		-		Held fixed at year 2005 levels, solar irradiance set to repeat last solar cycle (1996-2008)		-		4 (x12) variable scenarios (RCP) following historical emissions between 1850 and 2005, followed by RCP CO2 concentrations to 2100, and their extensions to 2300 with CMIP5 non-CO2 GHG forcing

														CLIMBER-2.4		10 x 51		x		x		x				x		x

														CLIMBER-3a		7.5 x 22.5		x		x		x				x		x						2301-3000		3										4 (x12) follow-on constant scenarios (CCO) with constant year-2300 CO2 concentrations and constant year-2300 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 2301 and 3000

														DCESS (v1)		1 hemisphere, 2 zones of 360 by 52		x		x		x				x				x																4 (x7) follow-on constant scenarios (PIEM-CO2) with constant 1840-50 (pre-industrial) CO2 emissions and constant year-2300 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 2301 and 3000

														cGENIE (v2.2.7)		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x																4 (x7) follow-on constant scenarios (PIEM) with constant 1840-50 (pre-industrial) CO2 emissions and constant 1840-50 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 2301 and 3000

														IAPRAS CM		4.5 x 6		x		x		x				x		x																		4 (x7) follow-on constant scenarios (CEM) with constant 2290-2300 CO2 emissions and constant year-2300 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 2301 and 3000

														IGSM2.2		4 x 360		x		x		x				x		x		x				3001-4000		4										4 (x11) further follow-on variable reversibility scenarios (REa) with linear decrease in CO2 concentration over 100 yr and constant year-2300 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 3001 and 4000

														LOVECLIM (v1.2)		5.6 x 5.6 (T21)		x		x		x		x		x		x

														MESMO (v1)		2D EMBM, 10 x (3-19)		x		x		x				x		x		x																4 (x11) further follow-on variable reversibility scenarios (REb) with linear decrease in CO2 concentration over 1000 yr and constant year-2300 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 3001 and 4000

														UMD		3.75 x 5.625		x		x		x						x		x

														Uvic (v2.9)		1.8 x 3.6		x		x		x		x		x		x		x																4 (x7) further follow-on variable reversibility scenarios (REc) with zero CO2 emissions and constant year-2300 non-CO2 GHG forcing between 3001 and 4000

														(MIROC)-lite-LCM		6 x 6		x		x		x				x				x								As above but with year 1850 forcing



		Up to 2300 yr		1		IPCC		2013		Available online		Various		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Transient		1850-2100/2300		<1		-		-		-		-		4 variable 'representative concentration pathways' (RCPs) representing high emissions (RCP8.5), intermediate emissions (RCP6.0 and RCP4.5) and low peak-and-decay emissions (RCP2.6).







Past - Simulations

						Paper						Model																				Simulations						Initial conditions				Boundary conditions (forcing)

						Authors		Year published		Data availability		Type		Name/Based on		Atmospheric Resolution
(lat x lon)		Components included														Type		Period covered
(kyr BP)		Length
(kyr)		Climate/spin up		Ice sheets		Orbital		CO2 scenarios		Other

																		Atm 		Ocean		Land		Ice sheet		Sea ice		Veg		C cycle

		From 2 Ma BP		1		Abe-Ouchi et al		2013		Unknown		NH IS (climate parameterization based on MIROC GCM)		IcIES		T106 (1o x 1o)		x				x		x								Transient		-400		400		-				Insolation (Jun 65N)		1 variable of natural CO2 from Vostok [Kawamura et al 07]		-

																																								-		Insolation (Jun 65N)		1 constant at 220 ppm

																																								Instant isostatic adjustment		Insolation (Jun 65N)		1 constant at 220 ppm

																																								N America IS only		Insolation (Jun 65N)		3 constant at 160, 220 and 260 ppm

																																								Eurasian IS only		Insolation (Jun 65N)		3 constant at 160, 220 and 260 ppm

				2		Archer + Ganopolski		2005		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2		10 x 51		x		x		x		x				x				Snapshot		-		-		-				Different values of summer solar insolation obtained by gradually varying ecc (0-0.07), present day obl, precession set to "cold" (NH summer at aphelion) or "warm" orbit (NH summer at perihelion)		4 constant at 280, 200, 500 and 560 ppm		-

												Conceptual (threshold)		[2nd Paillard 1998]		-								Ice volume								Transient		-500-0		500						Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 variable based on Vostok variations by Petit et al [1999]		-

				3		Crucifix		2013		Unknown		Conceptual		-										x								Transient		-800-0		800		-		-		Precession + Obliquity		-		-

				4		DeBlonde + Peltier		1991		Unknown		1D high res spherical model										x		x								Transient		1 Ma-0		1 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun)		-		-

				5		De Saedeleer et al		2013		Unknown		Conceptual												Ice volume								Transient		-700-0		700		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		-		-

				6		Ganopolski + Calov		2011		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2		10 x 51		x		x		x		x				x				Transient		-800-0		800		Equilibrated present-day conditions				Orbital variations [Berger 1978]		1 variable (Baseline - BE) based on ice core variations by Petit et al [1999] and EPICA [2004]		-

																																												5 (x3)  constant at 200 to 280 ppm (step = 20 ppm)

																																										5 constant eccentricity at 0.01 to 0.05 (step = 0.01)

																																										1 constant obliquity at 23.1 deg

				7		Ganopolski et al		2016		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2		10 x 51		x		x		x		x				x				Transient		-10-0		10		-		-		Different values of summer insolation		2 constant at 240 and 280 ppm (based on MIS19 and MIS11)		-

																																		-420--360 (MIS 11)		60								1 constant at 280 ppm

																																		-800--740 (MIS 19)		60								1 constant at 240 ppm

																																		-800-0		800						Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 variable based on Vostok variations by Petit et al [1999] and Augustin et al [2004]

				8		Huybers		2009		Unknown		Conceptual		[Imbrie + Imbrie 1980]		-								Ice volume								Transient		2 Ma-0		2 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		-		-

				9		Huybers + Wunsch		2005		Available from the author		Conceptual (threshold)		Deterministic		-								Ice volume								Transient		-700-0		700		-		-		Obliquity		-		-

														Stochastic

				10		Imbrie + Imbrie		1980		Unknown		Conceptual		-		-								Ice volume								Transient		-500-0		500		-		Continuous simulation from 500 kyr BP		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		-		-

				11		Imbrie et al		2011		Unknown		Conceptual (threshold)		-		-								Ice volume								Transient		3 Ma-0		3 Ma		-		-		Obliquity
esinw (precession)
ecosw (phase-shifted precession)		-		-

				12		Paillard		1998		Available from the author		Conceptual (threshold)		-		-								Ice volume								Transient		-2 Ma-0		2 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		-		-

				13		Paillard + Parrenin		2004		Unknown		Conceptual		-		-								Ice volume						CO2		Transient		-2 Ma-0		2 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)
Insolation (Feb at 60S)		-		Deep ocean stratification

				14		Parrenin + Paillard		2003		Unknown		Conceptual (threshold)		-		-								Ice volume								Transient		-1 Ma-0		1 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)
Obliquity		-		-

				15		Parrenin + Paillard		2012		Unknown		Conceptual (threshold)		similar to [Imbrie et al 2011]		-								Ice volume								Transient		-1 Ma-0		1 Ma		-		-		Obliquity
esinw (precession)
ecosw (phase-shifted precession)		-		-

				16		Pisias + Shackleton		1984		Unknown		Conceptual		[Imbrie + Imbrie 1980]		-								Ice volume								Transient		-340-0		340		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		Atmospheric CO2		-

				17		Raymo		1997		Unknown		Conceptual		-		-								100 kyr IS threshold						CO2 threshold		Transient		-1.2 Ma-0				-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		Linear decrease in CO2 affects insolation threshold for 100 kyr glaciation		-

				18		Saltzman + Maasch		1991		Unknown		Conceptual												Ice volume						CO2		Transient		5 Ma-0		5 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		-		Deep ocean temperature

				19		Tzedakis et al		2017		Link to data and code		Conceptual (threshold)		-										Ice volume								Transient		2.6 Ma-0		2.6 Ma		-		-		Peak summer caloric insolation		-		-

				20		Tziperman et al		2006		Unknown		Conceptual		[Ashkenazy + Tziperman 04]		-								Ice volume								Transient		-1 Ma-0		1 Ma		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)
Obliquity
esinw (precession)		-		-



		From ~200 kyr BP		1		Berger + Loutre		1997		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		3 NH ice sheets. AIS fixed		x						Transient		200-0		200		-		No NH ice sheets		Insolation over NH latitudes		Constant and variable based on Vostok variations by Jouzel et al [1993]		-

				2		Berger + Loutre		2002		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		3 NH ice sheets. AIS fixed		x						Transient		200-0		200		-		-		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 variable based on Vostok variations by Jouzel et al [1993]		-

				3		Berger et al		1990		Unknown		EMIC		-		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		3 NH ice sheets. AIS fixed		x						Transient		122-0		122				GIS 2/3 size of present (1.7 x 106 km3)		Insolation over NH latitudes		Present day values		-

				4		Berger et al		1998		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		3 NH ice sheets. AIS fixed		x						Transient		200-0		200				No NH ice sheets		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		3 constant at 210, 250 and 290 ppm		-

																																												1 variable based on Vostok variations by Jouzel et al [1993]

																																												1 variable based on Vostok variations by Shackleton et al [1992]

																																								GIS sizes of 0, 1.7 and 3.2 x 106 km3				1 (x3) variable based on Vostok variations by Jouzel et al [1993]

																																								GIS sizes of 1.7 x 106 km3				3 constant at 210, 250 and 290 ppm

				5		Berger et al		2003		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		3 NH ice sheets. AIS fixed		x						Transient		200-0		200		-		Present day GIS		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		1 variable based on Vostok variations by Petit et al [1999]		-

																																		460-330		130								 3 variable natural CO2 scenarios for MIS 11 (460-430 kyr BP) following Vostok ice core CO2 GT4 chronology [Petit et al 1999] from 414 kyr BP onwards, and an extrapolation backwards using the Li et al [1998] method, and with the CO2 time scale shifted forward and backward by 10 kyr

				6		BIOCLIM D7		2003		Unknown		EMIC		MoBidiC		5 x 2 continents		x		x		x		Fixed		x		x		Ocean		Transient		126-115		11		Equilibrated climate at -126 kyr conditions (CO2 = 261 ppm)		GIS reduced by half, AIS present day		Insolation		1 constant at 261 ppm		-

																		x		x		x		x		x		x						21-0		21		Equilibrated climate at -21 kyr (CO2 = 200 ppm)						1 variable based on Vostok variations by Monnin et al [2001] and Indermuhle et al [1999]

																		x		x		x		x		x		x						126-0		126		Equilibrated climate at -126 kyr conditions (CO2 = 261 ppm) + less active THC						1 variable based on Vostok variations by Petit et al [1999]

														CLIMBER-2.3-GREMLINS		10 x 51		x		x		x		x		x		x						126-115		11		Equilibrated climate at -126 kyr conditions						1 variable based on Vostok variations by Petit et al [1999]		-

				7		Calov et al		2009		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2-SICOPOLIS		10 x 51		x		x		x		x		x		x				Snapshot + Transient		11-0, 128-100, 410-385 (MIS 1, 5, 1)		Up to 28		Interglacial equilibrium		GIS, fixed or dynamic		Precession varied, obliquity and eccentricity fixed or Berger 1978 insolation		Constant 271, 280 or 220 ppm

				8		Gallee et al		1992		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		3 NH ice sheets. AIS fixed		x						Snapshots + Transient		122-0		122		-		GIS 2/3 size of present (1.7 x 106 km3)		Berger + Loutre 1991 insolation		Snapshots: constant 269 or 194 ppm. Transient: constant 269 ppm or varying with Vostok record

				9		Ganopolski et al		2010		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2-SICOPOLIS		10 x 51		x		x		x		x		x		x						 126-0		126		Equilibrated climate at -126 kyr conditions				Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Vostok (Petit et al 1991)		Also effect of dust proportional to ice volume

				10		Loutre + Berger		2000a		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		x		x						Transient		122-0		122		-		Present day		Present day orbital parameters		1 (x8) variable based on Vostok variations by Jouzel et al [1993]		-

																																								Reduced GIS		Present day orbital parameters

																																		200-0		200		-		Present day		Present day orbital parameters

																																								No NH ice sheets

																																										Cold orbit

																																										Cool orbit

																																										Warm orbit

																																										Hot orbit

				11		Loutre + Berger		2000b		Unknown		EMIC		LLN-2D NH		5 x zonally averaged (2D)		x		Mixed-layer		x		x		x						Transient		200-0		200		-		No GIS		Insolation (Jun at 65N)		3 constant at 210, 250 and 290 ppm		-

				12		Pollard + Barron		2003		Link in paper		GCM + RCM		GENESIS + RegCM2		3.75 x 3.75 + 60 km x 60 km		x				x				x						Snapshot		30, 21		-		SST distribution from CLIMAP and GLAMAP		Modern or ICE-4G		Berger + Loutre 1991 insolation		Constant 200 ppm

				13		Singarayer + Valdes		2010		BRIDGE website		GCM		HadCM3		2.5 x 3.75		x		x		x		Non-interactive		x		x				Snapshot		120-0		0.5		Pre-industrial spin-up before 500 yr simulation		ICE5G reconstructions or pre-industrial ice		Berger + Loutre 1991 insolation		Taken from Vostok (Petit et al 1991)

				14		Smith + Gregory		2012		Link in paper		GCM		FAMOUS		5 x 7.5		x		x				Non-interactive		x						Transient accelerated		120-0		120		-		Pre-industrial or transient reconstructions of Zweck + Huybrechts (2005) or ICE-5G (Peltier et al 2004)		Berger 1978 insolation: transient or 120 kyr levels		Transient from EPICA core (Luthi et al 2008) or 120 kyr levels



		From ~20 kyr BP		1		PMIP3 (e.g. Berdahl + Robock 2013; Atwood et al 2016; Yang + Jiang 2017)		2013		Available online		GCM		CCSM4		1.25 x 0.9		x		x						x						Transient		1-0		1				Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		PMIP3 GHGs		Variations in volacnic forcing, CH4, N2O, solar output and anthropogenic land use change

												GCM		BCC_CSM1.1		2.8 x 2.8		x		x

												GCM		IPSL-CM5A-LR		1.9 x 3.75		x		x						x

												GCM		FGOALS		4 x 5 / 1.7 x 2.8		x		x

												GCM		GISS-E2-R		2 x 2.5		x		x						x

												GCM		MPI-ESM-P		1.9 x 1.9		x		x						x

												GCM		MRI-CGCM3		1.1 x 1.1		x		x

												GCM		CSIRO Mk3L		3.2 x 5.6		x		x						x

												GCM		HadCM3		2.5 x 3.75		x		x						x

				2		Bakker et al		2017		Available from the author		Ice Sheet model-EMIC		PISM-Uvic		1.8 x 3.6		One-layer energy-moisture balance		x				x		x						Transient		8-2.7		5.3		Ice sheet model basal melt forcing from transient LOVECLIM simulation (Menviel et al. 2011) and surface accumlation from EPICA d18O record				Pre-industrial forcing for Uvic model		Pre-industrial forcing for Uvic model		Freshwater forcing to Southern Ocean from PISM ice sheet model

				3		Claussen et al		1999		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER-2		10 x 51		x		x		x				x		x				Transient		9-0		9		Equilibrium climate with 9 kyr BP orbital forcing		Pre-industrial ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		Constant pre-industrial (280 ppm)

				4		Crowley		2000		Unknown		Energy balance model		Kim + Crowley 1994		1D		x		x												Transient		1-0		1						Compiled solar variability from various sources (e.g. Lean et al 1995, Bard et al 1997)		Etheridge et al 1996 pre-anthropogenic CO2 emissions		Compiled volcanic forcing from various sources

				5		Crucifix et al		2002		Unknown		EMIC		MoBidiC		5 x zonally averaged (5 sectors)		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot + Transient		6 (snapshot) + 9-0		9		9 kyr BP insolation and 261 ppm CO2 spin-up		Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Taylor Dome (Indermuhle et al 1999)

				6		Fernandez-Donado et al		2013		PMIP simulations available online, others unkown		GCM		Multiple models (CCSM3; CNRM; CSM1.4; CSIRO; ECHAM5-MPIOM; ECHO-G; HadCM3; IPSL). See Table 1 of paper for simulation details		See Table 1 of paper for simulation details		x		x												Transient		1-0		1		Various initial conditions 		Various initial conditions 		All simulations include solar forcing		All simulations include GHG forcing		Some simulations additionally include volcanic, aerosol and land use change forcings. See Table 1 and Figure 1 of the paper for more details.

				7		He et al		2013		Unknown		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x		x				Transient		22-14.3		7		1800 year LGM equilibrium spin-up		ICE-5G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Joos + Spahni 2008		Meltwater flux up to 0.1725 Sv added to N Atlantic

				8		Jungclaus et al		2010		Unknown		GCM		MPI-ESM		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		1-0		1		Multi-century spin up of 800 AD climate		Pre-industrial fixed		Orbital variations of Bretagnon + Francou 1988; two solar insolation forcgings (one from Ammann et al 2007, the second from various sources)		CO2 from C-cycle model, anthropogenic emissions are prescribed along with records of N2O and CH4. Ozone is set as present day value.		Volcanic forcing from Crowley et al 2008. Land cover changes from Pongratz et al 2008. Aerosols from Tanre et al 1984.

				9		Knorr + Lohmann		2007		Unknown		OGCM		LSG		3.5 x 3.5				x						x						Transient (interpolation between LGM and pre-industrial atmosperic climate forcing) 		20-13		7 (then run to equilibrium ~1 kyr)		Climate forcing from ECHAM3 simulations		-		Not accounted for		Not accounted for		Various meltwater forcings from northern hemisphere ice sheets and changing sea level as a result of deglaciation

				10		Landrum et al		2013		Unknown		GCM		CCSM4		1.25 x 0.9		x		x		x				x		x		x		Transient		1-0		1		See PMIP3 section		See PMIP3 section		Solar forcing from Vieira et al 2011 and Lean 2009.		PMIP3 GHGs		Volcanic forcing from Gao et al 2008 and Ammann et al 2003

				11		Liu et al		2009		Unknown		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x		x				Transient		21-14		7		1800 year LGM equilibrium spin-up		ICE-5G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Joos + Spahni 2008		Meltwater flux up to 0.1725 Sv added to N Atlantic

				12		Lorenz et al		2006		Unknown		GCM		ECHO-G		3.75 x 3.75		x		x						x						Transient (accelerated 100x)		7-0		7		1250 years of pre-industrial spin up then 2000 year spin up for period 9-7 kyr BP		Pre-industrial fixed		Berger 1978 insolation		Pre-industrial fixed

				13		Servonnat et al		2010		Unknown		GCM		IPSLCM4		2.5 x 3.75		x		x		x				x						Transient		2-1		1		110 year pre-industrial spin-up, fixed modern vegetation		Pre-industrial fixed		Solar irradiance from Crowley 2000 and orbital variations from Laskar et al 2004		From IPCC AR4 (Jansen et al 2007)		Aerosols are constant until 1850 thenfollow Boucher + Pham 2002

				14		Shakun et al		2012		Unknown		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x		x				Transient		22-6.5, 17-7		15.5,10		1800 year LGM equilibrium spin-up		ICE-5G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Joos + Spahni 2008		Meltwater flux up to 0.1725 Sv added to N Atlantic

				15		Timm + Timmermann		2007		Unknown		EMIC		ECBilt-CLIO		5.6 x 5.6		x		x						x						Transient (accelerated 10x)		21-0		21		Initialised from 2000 year pre-industrial or LGM experiments		ICE-4G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Taylor Dome (Indermuhle et al 1999)		Climate sensitivity to CO2 has been increased slightly, more in line with values from more complex GCM values

				16		Timmermann et al		2009		Unknown		EMIC		ECBilt-CLIO		5.6 x 5.6		x		x						x						Transient (accelerated 10x)		21-0		21		Initialised from 2000 year  LGM experiment		ICE-4G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from Taylor Dome (Indermuhle et al 1999)		Climate sensitivity to CO2 has been increased slightly, more in line with values from more complex GCM values

				17		Zhang et al		2016		Unknown		EMIC		LOVECLIM		5.6 x 5.6		x		x		x				x		x				Transient and snapshot		11.5-0		11.5		1200 year spin up of 11.5 kyr BP climate from modern		From various studies (Dyke et al., 2003; Svendsen et al., 2004; Putkinen and Lunkka, 2008)		Berger 1978 insolation		Taken from ice core records (Loulergue et al 2008; Schilt et al 2010)		1200 year meltwater forcing at 11.5 kyr BP coming in various amounts from three main NH ice sheets.

		LGM Snapshots		1		PMIP1 (e.g. Kageyama et al 1999; Kageyama et al 2001)		1999		Available online		GCM		CCC2.0		3.75 x 3.75		x		x												Snapshot		LGM; 21						ICE-4G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		200 ppm		SST and sea ice distributions from CLIMAP. No vegetation changes from modern.

												GCM		CCM1		4.5 x 7.5		x		x

												AGCM		CCSR1		5.6 x 5.6		x

												EMIC		CLIMBER2		10 x 51		x		x

												AGCM		ECHAM3		2.8 x 2.8		x

												GCM		GENESIS2		3.75 x 3.75		x		x

												GCM		GFDL		2.25 x 3.75		x		x

												GCM		LSCELMD4ter		5 x 7.5		x		x

												AGCM		LSCELMD5.3		3.6 x 5.6		x

												AGCM		LSCELMDH		2.5 x 3.75		x

												GCM		MRI		4 x 5		x		x

												GCM		UGAMP		2.8 x 2.8		x		x

												GCM		UKMO (HadCM3)		2.5 x 3.75		x		x

				2		Jost et al		2005		HadRM3 data available from BRIDGE website. Other models unkown		AGCM		IPSL-LMDZHR		1.3 x 1.6		x														Snapshot		LGM; 21				High resolution run for 11 years from low resolution spin up		ICE-4G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		200 ppm		SST and sea ice distributions from CLIMAP. No vegetation changes from modern.

												AGCM		CCSR1		1 x 1		x																				High resolution run for 11 years from low resolution spin up

												RCM		HadRM3		0.4 x 0.4		x																				Nested model run for 9 years from low resolution spin up

				3		PMIP2 (e.g. Kageyama et al 2006; Braconnot et al 2007; Ramstein et al 2007)		2006		Available online		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x						x						Snapshot		LGM; 21						ICE-5G reconstructions		Berger 1978 insolation		185 ppm		Also variations in CH4 and N2O. Excess freshwater added to ocean in 3 locations

												EMIC		ECBlit-Clio		5.6 x 5.6		x		x						x												Flux adjustment required in ocean basins

												GCM		FGOALS-g1.0		2.8 x 2.8		x		x						x

												GCM		HadCM3M2		3.75 x 2.5		x		x		x				x		x

												GCM		IPSL-CM4-V1_MR		3.75 x 2.5		x		x						x

												GCM		MIROC3.2		3.75 x 3.75		x		x						x

				4		PMIP3 (e.g. Braconnot et al 2012; Hargreaves et al 2013; Harrison et al 2014; Ludwig et al 2016)		2012		Available online		GCM		CCSM4		0.9 x 1.25		x		x						x						Snapshot		LGM; 21						Blended ice sheet (Braconnot et al 2012)		Berger 1978 insolation		185 ppm		Also variations in CH4 and N2O. Increase in salinity globally by 1 PSU, excess freshwater added to ocean in 3 locations

												GCM		GISS-E2-R		2 x 2.5		x		x						x

												GCM		MPI-ESM-P		1.9 x 1.9		x		x						x

												GCM		MRI-CGCM3		1.1 x 1.1		x		x						x

												GCM		COSMOS-ASO		1.9 x 7.5		x		x						x				x

												GCM		IPSL-CM5A-LR		1.9 x 3.75		x		x						x				x

												GCM		MIROC-ESM		2.8 x 2.8		x		x						x				x

				5		Zhang et al		2013		Unknown		GCM		COSMOS		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot		LGM; 21				Spin up of 3000-5000 years from different initial conditions (either present day or glacial ocean)		As PMIP3		As PMIP3		As PMIP3		As PMIP3



		MH Snapshots		1		Ganopolski et al		1998		Unknown		EMIC		CLIMBER		10 x 51		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot		MH, 6				3000 year pre-industrial control/spin up		Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		280 ppm

				2		PMIP1 (e.g. Masson et al 1999; Bonfils et al 2004)		1999		Available online		GCM		BMRC		3.2 x 5.5		x														Snapshot		MH, 6						Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		280 ppm		Present day land ans sea surface conditions

												GCM		CCC2.0		3.75 x 3.75		x

												GCM		CCM3		2.8 x 2.8		x

												GCM		CCSR1		5.6 x 5.6		x

												GCM		CNRM-2		3.75 x 3.75		x

												GCM		CSIRO V4-7		3.2 x 5.5		x

												GCM		ECHAM3.6		2.8 x 2.8		x

												GCM		GENESIS2		3.75 x 3.75		x

												GCM		GISS IIP		3.9 x 5		x

												GCM		LMCE-LMD4ter		5 x 7.5		x

												GCM		LMCE-LMD5.3		3.6 x 5.6		x

												GCM		MRI2		3.9 x 5		x

												GCM		UGAMP2		2.8 x 2.8		x

												GCM		UIUC11		3.9 x 5		x

												GCM		UKMO		2.5 x 3.75		x

												GCM		YONU		3.9 x 5		x

				3		PMIP2 (e.g. Bracannot et al 2007; Brewer et al 2007)		2006		Available online		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x						x						Snapshot		MH, 6						Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		280 ppm		Also variation in CH4

												EMIC		ECBlit-Clio-VECODE		5.6 x 5.6		x		x		x				x		x

												GCM		ECHAM5-MPIOM1		3.75 x 3.75		x		x						x

												GCM		FGOALS-g1.0		2.8 x 2.8		x		x						x

												GCM		FOAM		4.5 x 7.5		x		x		x				x		x

												GCM		HadCM3M2		3.75 x 2.5		x		x		x				x		x

												GCM		IPSL-CM4-V1_MR		3.75 x 2.5		x		x						x

												GCM		MIROC3.2		3.75 x 3.75		x		x						x

												GCM		MRI-CGCM2.3		3.75 x 3.75										x

				4		PMIP3 (e.g. Mauri et al 2014)		2012		Available online		GCM		BCC-CSM1-1		2.8 x 2.8		x		x						x				x		Snapshot		MH, 6						Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		280 ppm		Also variation in CH4 and N2O

												GCM		CNRM-CM5		1.4 x 1.4		x		x						x

												GCM		CSIRO-Mk3-6-0		1.9 x 1.9		x		x						x

												GCM		CSIRO-Mk3L-1-2		3.2 x 5.6		x		x						x

												GCM		FGOALS-g2		3 x 2.8		x		x						x

												GCM		FGOALS-s2		1.7 x 2.8		x		x						x

												GCM		HadGEM2-CC		1.2 x 1.9		x		x						x				x

												GCM		HadGEM2-ES		1.2 x 1.9		x		x						x				x

												GCM		IPSL-CM5A-LR		1.9 x 3.75		x		x						x				x

												GCM		MIROC-ESM		2.8 x 2.8		x		x						x				x

												GCM		MRI-CGCM3		1.1 x 1.1		x		x						x

												GCM		CCSM4		0.9 x 1.25		x		x						x

												GCM		GISS-E2-R		2 x 2.5		x		x						x

												GCM		MPI-ESM-P		1.9 x 1.9		x		x						x



		LIG Snapshots / Transient		1		Bakker et al		2013		Unknown		EMIC		Bern3d		3.2-19.2 x 10		x		x												Transient		LIG; 130-115		15		5000 year equilibrium spin up		Variable ice sheets based on Lisiecki + Raymo 2005 stack		Berger 1978 insolation		Variable CO2 as in PMIP3 (Luthi et al 2008)		Also variations in CH4 and meltwater forcing from ice sheet variations

												GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x												Accelerated transient		LIG; 130-115		15		400 year equilibrium spin up		Modern ice sheets				Constant CO2 (LIG average)

												EMIC		CLIMBER2		10 x 51		x		x		x						x				Transient		LIG; 130-115		15		Transient spin up from 420 kyr BP						Variable CO2 as in PMIP3 (Luthi et al 2008)

												GCM		FAMOUS		5 x 7.5		x		x												Transient		LIG; 130-115		15		Transient spin up from 132 kyr BP						Variable CO2 as in PMIP3 (Luthi et al 2008)		Also variations in CH4 and N2O

												GCM		KCM		3.75 x 3.75		x		x												Accelerated transient		LIG; 126-115		11		1000 year equilibrium spin up						Constant CO2 (LIG average)

												EMIC		LOVECLIM		5.6 x 5.6		x		x												Transient		LIG; 130-115		15		Transient spin up from 132 kyr BP						Variable CO2 as in PMIP3 (Luthi et al 2008)		Also variations in CH4 and N2O

												GCM		MPI-UW		5.6 x 5.6		x		x		x						x		x		Transient		LIG; 128-115		13		Transient spin up from 129 kyr BP						Variable CO2 as in PMIP3 (Luthi et al 2008)

				2		Capron et al		2014		Unknown		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x						Snapshot		LIG; 130, 125				350 year spin up		Modern ice sheets		Berger 1978 insolation		300 ppm (130 kyr BP) and 273 ppm (125 kyr BP)		Some variations in CH4 and N2O

												GCM		HadCM3M2.1		3.75 x 2.5		x		x		x				x		x										550 year spin up						257 ppm (130 kyr BP) and 276 ppm (125 kyr BP)

				3		Crucifix + Loutre		2002		Unknown		EMIC		MoBidiC		5 x zonally averaged (5 sectors)		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot + Transient		LIG, 126-115		11		15000 year spin up for 126 kyr BP climate		Modern day Antarctica and Greenland volume reduced to half of modern (constant for all of simulstion)		Berger 1978 insolation		261 ppm

				4		Langebroek + Nisancioglu		2014		Unknown		GCM		NorESM		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x						Snapshots x7		LIG; 130, 125, 120, 115				495 year pre-industrial spin up then 505 year LIG spin up to reach equilibrium		Present day ice sheet extent		Berger 1978 insolation		Ranging between 257-280 ppm		Present day topography, vegetation distribution and aerosols. Some variations in CH4 and N2O

				5		Loutre et al		2014		Unknown		EMIC		LOVECLIM1.3		5.6 x 5.6		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot + Transient		LIG; 135-115		20		Run from an equilibrium state at 135 kyr BP		Fixed modern Antarctica. Northern hemisphere ice sheets vary		Berger 1978 insolation		Ranges approximately between 260-280 ppm		Some variations in CH4 and N2O and various melt water forcing scenarios related to the variable NH ice sheets

				6		Lunt et al		2013		Available online		GCM		HadCM3		2.5 x 3.75		x		x												Snapshot		Various LIG snapshots  for each model (see Table 2 of paper for details)				Spin ups range from 350-5000 model years. See Table 2 of paper for spin up lengths		Same as pre-industrial control		Berger + Loutre 1991 insolation		Varies depending on time of snapshot (see Table 2 of paper)		See Table 2 of paper

												GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x

												GCM		COSMOS		3.75 x 3.75		x		x

												GCM		KCM		3.75 x 3.75		x		x

												EMIC		LOVECLIM		5.6 x 5.6		x		x

												GCM		MIROC		2.8 x 2.8		x		x

												EMIC		CLIMBER2		10 x 51		x		x

												GCM		IPSL-CM4		2.5 x 3.75		x		x

												GCM		CSIRO-Mk3L-1.2		3.2 x 5.6		x		x

												GCM		NorESM		3.75 x 3.75		x		x

				7		Nikolova et al		2013		Unknown		GCM		CCSM3		3.75 x 3.75		x		x								Offline (BIOME4)				Snapshot		LIG; 127				1000 year spin up from the 500th year of a pre-industrial simulation		Present day ice sheet extent		Berger 1978 insolation		284 ppm

												EMIC		LOVECLIM		5.6 x 5.6		x		x		x				x		x										1000 year equilibrium spin up

				8		Pedersen et al		2016		Unknown		GCM		EC-Earth		1.1 x 1.1		x		x		x				x						Snapshot		LIG; 125				480 year spin up from a present day state		Present day ice sheet extent		Berger 1978 insolation		276 ppm		Present day topography, vegetation distribution and aerosols. Some variations in CH4 and N2O

				9		Pfeiffer + Lohmann		2016		Unknown		GCM		COSMOS		3.75 x 3.75		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshots + Accelerated transient (10x)		LIG; 130, 125, 130-115		15		Based upon a control pre-industrial climate. Transient simulations are started from a surface equilibrated simulation of 130 kyr BP		3 different elevations and 2 different extents for the Greenland ice sheet.		Berger 1978 insolation		Varies, but often at 278 ppm for the LIG snapshots		Some variations in CH4 and N2O

				10		Stone et al		2013		BRIDGE website		GCM		HadCM3		2.5 x 3.75		x		x		Spin-up only		Offline model (GLIMMER)		x						Interpolated snapshots		LIG; 130-120		10		500 year spin-up of 136 kyr BP climate, followed by 100 year snapshots		Full modern, partial and no GIS		Berger + Loutre 1991 insolation		Taken from EPICA core (Luthi et al 2008)

				11		Stone et al		2016		Available from BRIDGE group		GCM		HadCM3M2.1		3.75 x 2.5		x		x		x				x		x				Snapshot		LIG; 130						Modern Greenland ice sheet, some simulations with reduced West Antarctic ice sheet		Berger 1978 insolation		257 ppm		Some variations in CH4 and N2O and various melt water forcing scenarios

































